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1500 Walnut Street, Suite 1600, Philadelphia, PA 19102 
215-561-9160 · www.picapa.org 

 
 

October 19, 2021 
 

 
To: The Governor and General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
 The Chairperson and the Minority Chairperson of the Appropriations 
  Committee of the Pennsylvania Senate 
 The Chairperson and the Minority Chairperson of the Appropriations 
  Committee of the Pennsylvania House of Representatives 
 The Mayor, City Council and the Controller of the City of Philadelphia 
 
 

As the Pennsylvania Intergovernmental Cooperation Authority (PICA) marks its 
thirtieth anniversary, we are pleased to provide you with this annual report for the fiscal 
year ended June 30, 2021. The report provides an overview of PICA’s role in the City’s 
continuing fiscal rehabilitation, describes this past fiscal year’s highlights, establishes 
fiscal year 2022 objectives, and includes audited financial statements for fiscal year 2021. 

 
I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and express the Board’s 

sincere appreciation for the continuous support the Authority receives from the Governor 
and the General Assembly. This support and cooperation are vital for PICA’s continuing 
success. 
        

Sincerely,     

           
Kevin Vaughan 
Chairperson 

http://www.picapa.org/
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The purpose of the Authority is stated in its enabling legislation, the Pennsylvania 
Intergovernmental Cooperation Authority Act for Cities of the First Class (Act of June 5, 
1991, P.L. 9, No. 6) (the “PICA Act”), Section 102. The language is as follows: 
 
 

Policy.--It is hereby declared to be a public policy of the Commonwealth to exercise its 
retained sovereign powers with regard to taxation, debt issuance and matters of Statewide 
concern in a manner calculated to foster the fiscal integrity of cities of the first class to 
assure that these cities provide for the health, safety and welfare of their citizens; pay 
principal and interest owed on their debt obligations when due; meet financial obligations 
to their employees, vendors and suppliers; and provide for proper financial planning 
procedures and budgeting practices.  The inability of a city of the first class to provide 
essential services to its citizens as a result of a fiscal emergency is hereby determined to 
affect adversely the health, safety, and welfare not only of the citizens of that municipality 
but also of other citizens in this Commonwealth.   

  
 
 Legislative intent.-- 
  
 
 (1)   It is the intent of the General Assembly to: 
  

(i) provide cities of the first class with the legal tools with which such 
cities can eliminate budget deficits that render them unable to perform 
essential municipal services; 

 
(ii) create an authority that will enable cities of the first class to access 
capital markets for deficit elimination and seasonal borrowings to avoid 
default on existing obligations and chronic cash shortages that will 
disrupt the delivery of municipal services; 

 
(iii) foster sound financial planning and budgetary practices that will 
address the underlying problems which result in such deficits for cities 
of the first class, which city shall be charged with the responsibility to 
exercise efficient and accountable fiscal practices, such as: 

 
   (A) increased managerial accountability; 
   (B) consolidation or elimination of inefficient city programs; 
   (C) recertification of tax-exempt properties; 
   (D) increased collection of existing tax revenues; 
   (E) privatization of appropriate city services; 
   (F) sale of city assets as appropriate; 

  (G) improvement of procurement practices including competitive 
bidding procedures; and 

   (H) review of compensation and benefits of city employees; and 
 

(iv) exercise its powers consistent with the rights of citizens to home 
rule and self-government. 
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(2)  The General Assembly further declares that this legislation is intended to 
remedy the fiscal emergency confronting cities of the first class through the 
implementation of sovereign powers of the Commonwealth with respect to 
taxation, indebtedness and matters of Statewide concern.  To safeguard the rights 
of the citizens to the electoral process and home rule, the General Assembly intends 
to exercise its power in an appropriate manner with the elected officers of cities of 
the first class. 

 
 (3)  The General Assembly further declares that this legislation is intended to 

authorize the imposition of a tax or taxes to provide a source of funding for an 
intergovernmental cooperation authority to enable it to assist cities of the first 
class and to incur debt of such authority for such purposes; however, the General 
Assembly intends that such debt shall not be a debt or liability of the 
Commonwealth or a city of the first class nor shall debt of the authority  payable 
from and secured by such source of funding create a charge directly or indirectly 
against revenues of the Commonwealth or city of the first class. 
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The Pennsylvania Intergovernmental Cooperation Authority Act for Cities of First Class, 
Act of 1991, P.L. 9, No. 6 at Section 203(b)(5) requires PICA: 
 

To make annual reports within 120 days of the close of the Authority's fiscal year 
commencing with the fiscal year ending June 30, 1992, to the Governor and the 
General Assembly describing its progress with respect to restoring the financial 
stability of assisted cities and achieving balanced budgets for assisted cities, such 
reports to be filed with the Governor, with the presiding officers of the Senate and 
the House of Representatives, with the Chairperson and the Minority Chairperson 
of the Appropriations Committee of the Senate and the Chairperson and the 
Minority Chairperson of the House of Representatives and with the Governing 
Body, Mayor and Controller of the assisted city. 

 
Section 207 of the PICA Act further provides for an annual audit to be included with the 
Annual Report, as follows: 
 

Every Authority shall file an annual report with the Chairperson and the Minority 
Chairperson of the Appropriations Committee of the Senate and the Chairperson 
and the Minority Chairperson of the Appropriations Committee of the House of 
Representatives, which shall make provisions for the accounting of revenues and 
expenses.  The Authority shall have its books, accounts and records audited 
annually in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards by an 
independent auditor who shall be a certified public accountant, and a copy of his 
audit report shall be attached to and be made a part of the Authority's annual 
report.  A concise financial statement shall be published annually in the 
Pennsylvania Bulletin 
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I. Introduction 
 
 

Background 
 
The Pennsylvania Intergovernmental Cooperation Authority (“PICA”) was created in 1991 
to assist the City of Philadelphia (the “City”) in overcoming a severe financial crisis. At 
that time, the City was burdened with a growing cumulative operating deficit, lacked 
resources to pay mounting overdue bills from vendors, had seen its credit ratings drop 
below the investment grade level by national rating agencies, had instituted an across-
the-board hiring freeze, and was in a mode in which the quality of municipal services was 
rapidly eroding.  
 
PICA was created through the joint efforts of concerned Philadelphians and state officials 
who envisioned a structure that would assist the City in putting its revenue collection and 
spending processes in order. As a result, the Pennsylvania Intergovernmental 
Cooperation Authority Act for Cities of the First Class (Act of June 5, 1991, P.L. 9, No. 6) 
(the “PICA Act”) was enacted.  The PICA Act was a compromise fashioned to meet the 
requirements of the Pennsylvania Constitution, the concept of local government Home 
Rule and the interests of the Commonwealth in the preservation of the financial integrity 
of its municipalities.  PICA’s role, a combination of cooperation, assistance and oversight, 
was determined to be of vital importance in both a financial and political sense.  PICA was 
designed to address the City’s short-term financing needs, while overseeing a long-term 
financial planning process that would restore the confidence of investors, citizens, and 
public officials in the ability of the City to maintain financial stability over the long-term.  
 
 
PICA Act 
 
The PICA Act provides that the Authority shall have certain financial and oversight 
functions. At the outset, PICA had the power to issue bonds for the benefit of the City. 
Such power to issue debt for those original purposes has expired; however, PICA remains 
authorized under the PICA Act to issue refunding bonds and grant or lend the proceeds 
to the City. 
 
Under the PICA Act, PICA also has the power, in its oversight capacity, to exercise certain 
advisory and review powers with respect to the City’s financial affairs, including the power 
to review and approve five year financial plans prepared annually by the City. 
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PICA was designed to address the City’s short-term financing needs, while overseeing a 
long-term financial planning process that would restore the confidence of investors, 
residents, and public officials in the ability of the City to maintain financial stability over 
the long-term.  As such, PICA has the responsibility to evaluate and approve annually 
submitted five year financial plans in order to monitor the City’s compliance with those 
plans. PICA’s enforcement authority with regard to the City’s compliance allows PICA to 
instruct the Commonwealth Secretary of the Budget to withhold substantial 
Commonwealth financial assistance and the net proceeds of the PICA Tax (after PICA 
debt service), should the City fail to adhere to the requirements of the PICA Act in 
maintaining compliance with the current five year plan.  
 
The issuance of bonds, which were intended to provide the funds necessary to allow the 
City to avoid insolvency and continue essential capital investment, was an important 
initial role of PICA. Through debt issuance and capital program earnings, PICA has made 
available $1.138 billion to directly assist the City. These funds were allocated to the 
following purposes: deficit elimination/indemnities, productivity bank, capital projects, 
and retirement of certain high interest debt. PICA’s bond issuance powers are currently 
limited to the refinancing of existing PICA debt to realize net debt service savings.  
 
 
Governance 
 
Under the PICA Act, PICA is administered by a governing Board consisting of five voting 
members and two ex-officio nonvoting members. The Governor, the President pro 
tempore of the Senate, the Minority Leader of the Senate, the Speaker of the House of 
Representatives, and the Minority Leader of the House of Representatives each appoint 
one voting member to the Board. The ex-officio members are presently the Director of 
Finance of the City of Philadelphia and the Budget Secretary of the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania. The current Members of the Board are as follows: 
 

Table 1: Current PICA Board Members 
Board Member Position Appointing Authority 
Kevin Vaughan Chairperson Governor of Pennsylvania 

Alan Kessler, Esq. Vice Chair Minority Leader of the Pennsylvania State 
Senate 

Michael Karp Secretary/Treasurer Speaker of the Pennsylvania House of 
Representatives 

Courtney Richardson, Esq. Assistant 
Secretary/Treasurer 

Minority Leader of the Pennsylvania House 
of Representatives 

T. Roderick Henkels Member President Pro Tempore of the Pennsylvania 
State Senate 

 
Each Board member is committed to the fiscal stability and financial improvement of the 
City. Board members are appointed and serve two-year terms. 
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Operations 
 
The Board determined at the outset that PICA should not become overburdened with 
staff, preferring instead to impress upon the City the necessity for Philadelphia to develop 
and implement its own solutions to its problems.  The Authority’s staff, which totaled four 
during the past fiscal year, is organized to evaluate the progress of the City in taking 
actions that will maintain financial balance and address underlying problems that 
contribute to fiscal imbalances. PICA Staff issues reports on the City’s five year financial 
plans and other issues relating to fiscal stability. The reports have been designed to assist 
those properly charged with responsibility for policy development and administration 
within the City, and also to inform the general public. 
 
 
PICA’s Oversight Authority 
 
PICA was founded on the Commonwealth’s public policy interests to “foster the fiscal 
integrity of cities of the first class… and provide for proper financial planning procedures 
and budgeting practices,” as explained in the section of the PICA Act dedicated to 
legislative intent. In a discussion of sound financial planning and budgetary practices, the 
PICA Act “charge[s]” Philadelphia with the “responsibility to exercise efficient and 
accountable fiscal practices,” including: managerial accountability, 
consolidation/elimination of inefficient City programs, recertification of tax-exempt 
properties, increased collection of existing taxes, privatization of services, sale of City 
assets, improvement of procurement and competitive bidding practices, and review of 
compensation and benefits of City employees.  
 
The legislative intent, as evident throughout the PICA Act, includes assuring that the City 
is prepared to manage not only the fiscal pressure Philadelphia was experiencing at the 
time PICA was established, but also to avert such potential situations in the future and 
safeguard against their consequences. Thus, the PICA Act grants the Authority the ability 
to “make recommendations to an assisted city concerning its budgetary and fiscal affairs.” 
 
To this end, PICA and the City entered into an agreement largely based on the provisions 
of the PICA Act, known as the Intergovernmental Cooperation Agreement (the 
“Agreement”). The Agreement provides PICA with broad access to all data pertaining to 
City and other Corporate Entities’ finances (Corporate Entities include the School District 
of Philadelphia, for example). The underlying principle in both documents is that in order 
to facilitate the City’s “fiscal integrity,” PICA was intended, since its inception, to have a 
wide purview over City financial data, which ultimately extends to PICA’s authority to 
“[conduct] such independent audits, examinations or studies of the City as the Authority 
deems appropriate.” 
 
Consequently, PICA has consistently emphasized that the City's continuing fiscal 
rehabilitation is dependent upon its success in addressing both financial and managerial 
issues.  
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Financial Assistance to the City 
 
The issuance of bonds to provide the funds necessary to allow the City to avoid insolvency 
and continue essential capital investment was an important initial role of the Authority. 
That role has been successfully completed. Under the PICA Act, the Authority’s 
authorization to issue “new money” bonds to finance City operating deficits or capital 
projects expired on December 31, 1994. Authorization to issue cash flow deficit financing 
bonds expired on December 31, 1996. PICA’s bond issuance powers are currently limited 
to the refinancing of existing PICA debt to realize net debt service savings. 
 
Through debt issuance and capital program earnings, the Authority has made available 
$1.138 billion to directly assist the City, allocated to the following purposes: 
 
 

Table 2: Financial Assistance  
Provided to the City of Philadelphia 

Purpose Amount 
Deficit Elimination/Indemnities $269,000,000  

Productivity Bank 20,000,000  
Capital Projects 464,400,000  
Retirement of Certain High Interest City Debt 384,300,000  

Total $1,137,700,000  

 
 
Five Year Financial Plan Process 
 
PICA is mandated with assessing the City’s annual five year financial plan. The framework 
for evaluating the Plan is provided by the Pennsylvania Intergovernmental Cooperation 
Authority Act for Cities of the First Class (“the Act”). 
 
As mandated in the PICA Act (and as further refined in the ICA), the Five Year Financial 
Plan (“Plan”) is required to include: 
 

• Projected revenues and expenditures of the principal operating funds of the 
City for five fiscal years (the current fiscal year and the next four); and 
 

• Components to (i) eliminate any projected deficit for the current fiscal year; 
(ii) restore to special fund accounts money from those accounts used for 
purposes other than those specifically authorized; (iii) balance the current 
fiscal year budget and subsequent budgets in the Plan through sound 
budgetary practices, including, but not limited to, reductions in 
expenditures, improvements in productivity, increases in revenues, or a 
combination of such steps; (iv) provide procedures to avoid a fiscal 
emergency condition in the future; and (v) enhance the ability of the City to 
regain access to the short- and long-term credit markets. 
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There are also statutorily mandated standards for the development of the Plan (and the 
manner in which it is to be evaluated by PICA): 
 

• all projections of revenues and expenditures are to be based upon 
consistently applied reasonable and appropriate assumptions and 
methods of estimation; 

 
• revenues are to be recognized in the accounting period in which they 

become both measurable and available; and 
 

• cash flow projections are to be made based upon reasonable and 
appropriate assumptions as to sources and uses of cash, including 
factors intended to provide a complete picture of cash demands. 

 
The PICA Act also mandates standards for the basis for estimation of City revenues: 
 

City sources - current or proposed tax rates, historical collection patterns, 
and generally recognized econometric models; 

 
State sources - historical patterns, currently available levels, or levels 
proposed in a budget by the Governor; 

 
Federal sources - historical patterns, currently available levels, or levels  
proposed in a budget by the President or in a Congressional budget 
resolution; and 

 
Non-tax sources - current or proposed rates, charges or fees, historical 
patterns and generally recognized econometric models. 

 
Deviations from such standards for estimation of revenues and appropriations, which are 
proposed to be used by the City are to be disclosed specifically to the Authority and 
approved by a “qualified majority” of the Board (four of its five voting members). The 
Board generally has required that conservative criteria be used, and the PICA process has 
led to credible budgets and plans over the past two decades. 
 
The five year financial plan is also required to include debt service projections for existing 
and anticipated City obligations; a schedule of payments for legally-mandated services 
projected to be due during the term of the Plan; a schedule showing the number of 
authorized employee positions (filled and unfilled) inclusive of estimates of wage and 
benefit levels for various groups of employees. The Plan is also accompanied by a schedule 
of projected City capital commitments (and proposed sources of funding). 
 
The PICA Act requires that the Authority solicit an opinion or certification from the City 
Controller, prepared in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the 
United States, with respect to the reasonableness of the assumptions and estimates in the 
Plan.  The PICA Act does not, however, require that the Controller’s determinations bind 
the Authority in its evaluation of a proposed Plan. 
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Finally, the PICA Act stipulates that approval of a financial plan is contingent upon a 
“qualified majority” of the Board (four of its five voting members).  
 
Once a Plan is approved by the Authority, the City is required to stay “in compliance” with 
the current Plan.  If the City’s finances deviate from an approved Plan, in other words, if 
actual revenues or expenditures vary from those projected in a currently approved Plan, 
it is considered out of compliance, and the PICA Act and Agreement provisions pertaining 
to a “variance” are triggered.  In this event, the City must submit to PICA an explanation, 
remedial action plan, and supplemental reports until regaining compliance with the 
current Plan.  
 
However, if the City executes an extraordinary contract, a contract not in compliance with 
the current Plan, that contract is not void by virtue of being out of compliance, but the 
City must submit a proposed revision to the Plan incorporating those costs for 
consideration by the Board.1 Collective bargaining agreements and arbitration awards 
require revisions as well, if they are out of compliance with a currently approved Plan. 
Each of these categories trigger their own respective timeframes for submission of 
proposed revisions and subsequent Board consideration. 
 
The PICA Act (Section 209) and the ICA (Section 409(b)) require submission of quarterly 
reports by the City concerning its compliance with the current Plan within 45 days of the 
end of a fiscal quarter. The City fulfills this requirement through the quarterly submission 
to PICA, and publication of its Quarterly City Managers Report (“QCMR”). If a QCMR 
indicates that the City is unable to project a balanced Plan and budget for the current 
fiscal year, the Board may, by the vote of a qualified majority, declare the occurrence of a 
“variance,” which is defined in Section 4.10 of the ICA as follows: 
 

(i) a net adverse change in the fund balance of a Covered Fund of more than 
one percent (1%) of the revenues budgeted for such Covered Fund for that 
fiscal year is reasonably projected to occur, such projection to be calculated 
from the beginning of the fiscal year for the entire fiscal year, or (ii) the 
actual net cash flows of the City for a Covered Fund are reasonably projected 
to be less than ninety-five percent (95%) of the net cash flows of the City for 
such Covered Fund for that fiscal year originally forecast at the time of 
adoption of the budget, such projection to be calculated from the beginning 
of the fiscal year for the entire fiscal year. 

 
As defined in Section 1.01 of the ICA, the City's “Covered Funds” are the General Fund, 
General Capital Fund, Grants Revenue Fund and any other principal operating funds that 
become part of the City's Consolidated Cash Account. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 Agreement, Section 5.06. 
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Effect of a Variance 
 
The PICA Act mandates the submission of 
monthly reports to PICA by the City in the event 
of a determination by the Authority of the 
occurrence of a variance. That situation has 
occurred twice in PICA’s history. In November 
of 1992, the City projected a variance of $57 
million (2.5%) for FY1993, and the Authority 
agreed with that assessment on December 9, 
1992. Thereafter, until May 1993, the City filed 
required monthly reports. The City was relieved 
of its obligation to make monthly reports when 
the Authority approved the City’s plan of 
correction in conjunction with its approval of 
the City’s Five Year Financial Plan for FY1993-
FY1998 in May of 1993.   
 
In February 2009, the City projected a variance 
of $47 million, and the Authority agreed with 
that assessment on February 20, 2009. Thereafter, until September 2009, the City filed 
required monthly reports. The City was relieved of the requirement to make monthly 
reports when the Authority approved the City’s plan of correction in conjunction with its 
approval of the Five Year Financial Plan for FY2010-FY2014 in September of 2009.   
 
As provided in Section 210(e) of the PICA Act, legal consequences flow from a 
determination by the Authority of the existence of a variance.  Along with additional 
reporting responsibilities, the City must develop plan revisions adequate to cure the 
variance.  The remedies that PICA has available to deal with a continuing variance are to 
direct the withholding of specific Commonwealth funds due to the City and that portion 
of the PICA Tax – a tax of 1.5 percent levied on the wages, earnings, and net profits of 
Philadelphia residents – in excess of the amount necessary to pay PICA debt service. Any 
amounts withheld would be paid over to the City after correction of the variance. 
 
 
Comments on Pending Legislation 
 
In accordance with its oversight duties, PICA continues to provide comments and fiscal 
analysis on City legislation that impacts the City’s fiscal situation.  Further, PICA fulfills 
its responsibility to evaluate certain legislation before the General Assembly, in 
accordance with the PICA Act Section 203(c)(5), which empowers the Authority “to make 
recommendations to the Governor and the General Assembly regarding legislation or 
resolutions that affect Commonwealth aid or mandates to an assisted city or that concern 
an assisted city’s taxing power or relate to an assisted city’s fiscal stability.”  
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Corporate Entities and the School District of Philadelphia 
 
“Corporate Entities” are defined in Section 1.01 of the ICA as “an authority or other 
corporate entity, now existing or hereafter created, of which one or more members of its 
governing board are appointed by the Mayor and which performs governmental functions 
for the City…” The Agreement provides that the City shall cooperate with PICA in any 
PICA request to examine the operations of either the Corporate Entities or the School 
District of Philadelphia (“School District”).   
 
In November 2017, the SRC voted to dissolve, ending its control over the School District 
on June 30, 2018, which effectively returned control to the City. The risks involved with 
this transition, such as the School District’s projected funding stream and budgetary 
deficits, have been addressed in PICA’s Staff Report on the City FY2022-FY2026 Five 
Year Financial Plan. PICA will continue to monitor the City’s commitments related to the 
School District.  
 
 
PICA Act Sunset Provision 
 
The Authority issued four series of bonds from 1992 to 1994 to finance the City’s operating 
deficit, provide funding for City capital projects, establish a revolving loan fund to finance 
productivity-enhancing projects for the City, and for other purposes. PICA’s statutory 
authorization to issue new-money bonds for capital or deficit financing expired on 
December 31, 1994. Since that time, the Authority has issued eight series of refunding 
bonds with the objective of lowering debt service costs. The most recent series of 
refunding bonds was issued in FY2020.  
 
According to the PICA Act, Chapter 2, Section 204, ‘Term of Existence of Authority:’ 
 

The Authority shall have continuing existence and succession for a term not 
exceeding one year after all of its liabilities, including, without limitation, 
its bonds have been fully paid and discharged. Upon the termination of the 
existence of the Authority, all of its rights and properties, including funds 
remaining in the debt service reserve fund, shall be paid to the 
Commonwealth to the extent the Commonwealth has contributed such 
rights or property; otherwise, such rights or property shall pass to and be 
vested in the assisted city. 

 
As of the end of fiscal year 2021, PICA has two outstanding bond issues totaling 
$33,955,000, the 2019 Series and 2020 Series Bonds. The 2020 Series Bond matures in 
June 2022, while the 2019 Series Bond matures in June 2023. Upon payment of the bonds 
PICA will terminate operations. 
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II. PICA in Action – Fiscal Year 2021 Highlights 
 
 
Review of the City’s FY2022-FY2026 Five Year Financial Plan 
 

The Mayor’s proposed Five Year Financial and 
Strategic Plan for FY2022-FY2026 was 
submitted to Council on April 15, 2021, 
approximately a month later than usual, as the 
City delayed the submission until the Federal 
Government allocated its new round of 
stimulus funds included in the American 
Rescue Plan Act.  Upon City Council’s adoption 
the FY2022 budget, the City’s FY2022-FY2026 
Five Year Financial Plan (“Plan”) was 
submitted to PICA on June 29, 2021. 
 
PICA Staff engaged in an extensive review of 
the Plan, which involved assessing the 
reasonability of its assumptions and methods 
of estimation and ensuring each fiscal year had 
a projected positive year-end fund balance, 
pursuant to the requirements in the PICA Act. 
The objective of the review was to provide an 
overview of the Plan, analyze its projections, 
identify, and discuss potential risks, evaluate 

spending and personnel staffing trends, assess indicators of financial health, review the 
capital program, and make a recommendation for PICA Board action. As part of the 
review process, PICA Staff met with numerous City departments to discuss their budget, 
the impact of COVID-19 on operations, overtime costs, service delivery measures, and 
their future plans.  
 
As in previous years, PICA also retained an expert economist, Mr. Charles Swanson, 
Ph.D., a professor of Economics at Temple University, to provide consulting review 
services and to assess the City’s tax revenue projections. Along with PICA Staff, he 
analyzed the reasonability of the City’s tax revenue projections for each year of the Plan. 
His work involved meeting with City officials, reviewing, and understanding the various 
tax revenue models, and comparing his projections to the City’s.   
 
After conducting the above thorough analysis of the plan, PICA then issued a 
comprehensive Staff Report on the Plan and submitted it to the Board.  Subsequently, on 
July 27, 2021, the PICA Board considered and approved City’s FY2022-FY2026 Five Year 
Financial Plan. Any significant deviation from projected revenues, obligations, or fund 
balances, as appropriately deemed as a variance by PICA will require a revision to the 
Plan in accordance with the PICA Act and the Intergovernmental Cooperation Agreement. 
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Monitoring Economic Impact of COVID-19 Global Pandemic 
 
The COVID-19 Global Pandemic has had a devastating effect on the local economy, an 
impact from which the City’s finances continue to recover. An extended stay-at-home 
order in 2020 resulted in a steep decline in every tax revenue category, and the City was 
forced to revise its revenue projections and cut spending in its FY2021-FY2025 Five Year 
Financial Plan. Due to these conditions, PICA strictly monitored the City’s adherence to 
the Plan. 
 
In the first quarter of FY2021, the City revised its projected fund balance downward from 
$51.3 million to a precariously low $22.8 million. As such, PICA immediately warned the 
City and recommended the implementation the contingency plan outlined in the City’s 
FY2021-FY2025 Five Year Financial Plan. As a result, the City outlined a corrective action 
plan, which included using CARES Act funds for personnel costs incurred during the 
pandemic, FEMA Public Assistance Funds for eligible costs associated with the City’s 
response to COVID-19, and a further reduction of costs and staffing in order to restore 
the fund balance to the approved level.   
 
During these uncertain and unprecedented times, PICA has remained steadfast in its 
mission to bring fiscal stability to the City of Philadelphia. 
 
 
Monitoring Overtime Spending  

PICA Staff has been closely monitoring overtime 
spending across City departments since FY2016, 
issuing an annual overtime report and three 
quarterly overtime spending updates per year. 
While the City managed to reduce overtime costs 
in FY2021, it must be noted that staffing 
decreased, City facilities were closed and/or 
hours were reduced, and programming was 
limited due to the COVID-19 Pandemic. 
Therefore, PICA has continued to closely 
monitor overtime spending despite the reduction 
and, in fact, has increased its oversight role 
during the COVID-19 Pandemic and beyond.  

This oversight was accomplished through 
requesting that the City submit detailed overtime 
reduction plans from all City departments on a 
recurring, annual basis. This process began with 
the City’s submission of a general overtime 
review and spending plan, followed by more 
detailed action plans for City departments. Both submissions were presented to the PICA 
Board, and PICA Staff issued reports reviewing both City submissions in detail.  
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In response to the City’s submissions, PICA Staff has continued to work with the City to 
define parameters for City department overtime action plans, including the addition of 
overtime projections by quarter and the inclusion of specific drivers of overtime spending. 
With stronger data and better understanding of the challenges faced by City departments, 
PICA will more thoroughly monitor and report on overtime costs in our stated goal of 
assisting the City in reducing overtime costs in the long-term.  

 
Police Court Overtime Study Update 
 
During FY2020, PICA issued the “Review of the City of Philadelphia Police Court 
Overtime.” The report identified areas for process improvement, opportunities for 
streamlined collaboration, and stressed the need for increased communication between 
various City agencies that could lead to potential cost savings.   
 
In FY2021, PICA conducted follow-up meetings with the Managing Director’s Office and 
held discussions to evaluate whether the City implemented any of the identified 
recommendations cited in the report. In addition, PICA requested and was provided a 
written status on the recommendations cited in the report. 
 
 
Monthly and Quarterly Financial Updates 
 
During FY2021, PICA Staff continued to issue monthly updates on the status of City tax 

revenue collections. These reports track City 
revenue performance by comparing actual 
collections to current projections throughout the 
year. They also reflect the current state of the 
economy. 
 
In September 2020, PICA issued its first 
Monthly City Obligations Update. This new 
report commenced as a result of the PICA 
Board’s concerns regarding the City’s spending 
in light of the COVID-19 Pandemic and its 
impact on the economy. At the PICA Annual 
Board meeting, the Board approved the City’s 
FY2021-FY2025 Five Year Plan with 
Addendum, and the City agreed to provide PICA 
Staff with monthly updates on the City’s 
spending. The Monthly City Obligations Update 
allows PICA to monitor the City’s obligations 
and ensure compliance with the approved Plan.  
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PICA Staff also issued quarterly analyses of the City’s Quarterly City Managers Reports 
(“QCMR”). The QCMR tracks the City’s quarterly performance with respect to 
expenditure and revenue estimates and assesses performance measures for major 
agencies. The report also provides updates on management issues relating to 
developments in labor contracts, including pension provisions, overtime and leave usage, 
and City staffing trends. PICA Staff analyses have been designed to distill and 
communicate the most important issues raised by the QCMR.  
 
 
Conferences 
 
PICA hosted its seventh annual fall conference “The Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic 
on State and Local Governments” on November 18, 2020. Due to the COVID-19 
Pandemic restrictions, this conference was held virtually using Zoom Video 
Communications. The purpose of the event was to gather government officials, experts in 
the field, policy-makers, and academics to discuss 
strategies, ideas, and best-practices for modern city 
governments to address fiscal challenges brought on 
by the Pandemic 
 
Speakers included: Mr. Ryotaro Tashiro, Regional 
Economic Advisor, Federal Reserve Bank of 
Philadelphia; Mr. Matthew Knittel, Ph.D., Executive 
Director, Pennsylvania Independent Fiscal Office; 
and, Ms. Marisa Waxman, Budget Director, City of 
Philadelphia. They discussed the impact of the 
Pandemic on governments at the national, state, and 
local level, respectively, and posited innovative 
solutions for weathering the Pandemic’s effect on 
public finances. The presentations were followed by 
an open discussion with other invited guests.  
 
Additionally, on March 24, 2021, PICA again 
virtually convened regional economists, City officials, and the City’s economic consultants 
for the annual Regional Economists Meeting. Once again moderating this conference was 
Mr. Herb Taylor, Ph.D., an adjunct professor of economics at Temple University and 
former vice president and corporate secretary at the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Philadelphia. Presenters included the City’s Commerce Director, Mr. Michael Rashid; the 
City’s economic consultants, IHS Markit; and the City of Philadelphia’s Budget Director, 
who presented the City’s revenue models and tax projections for the City’s upcoming five 
year financial plan.  
 
Following the presentations, input on the local economy was given by officials from the 
City of Philadelphia Department of Revenue, economists from the Federal Reserve Bank 
of Philadelphia, academics from local universities, and other economic consultants and 
experts.  This annual event has emerged as a valuable tool for City officials to receive and 
consider critical feedback on the upcoming budget from a wide array of local experts.  
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Committee on Fiscal Stability and Intergovernmental Cooperation 
 
During FY2021, the City Council Committee on Fiscal Stability and Intergovernmental 
Cooperation initiated an effort to monitor the City’s financial and operational position in 
this global pandemic environment. As such, the Committee held periodic hearings to 
discuss the City’s revenues and expenditures in accordance with the City’s five year 
financial plan.  The Executive Director testified at the hearings and provided expert 
testimony on the City’s financial condition and adherence to the City’s five year financial 
plan. 
 
 
Executive Director Activities 
 
Throughout the fiscal year, PICA’s Executive Director presented on various aspects of 
public finance, including a presentation on PICA’s role for students at the Fels Institute 
of Government at the University of Pennsylvania. The Executive Director participated in 
a number of media requests for interviews discussing the monthly revenue and 
obligations updates as well as the overall condition and challenges facing the City. 
 
In May 2021, the Executive Director was a panelist on the “City Hall Connectors: A look 
at the City’s FY22 Budget and 5-year Plan” held by The Chamber of Commerce for Greater 
Philadelphia. It was the second year that PICA participated in the Chamber’s discussion. 
 
In addition, the Executive Director continued to assist the Chair and members of the 
Intergovernmental Cooperation Authority (“ICA”) in Harrisburg. The Harrisburg ICA was 
formed to oversee the city of Harrisburg’s finances and has some of the same functions as 
PICA.   
 
 
PICA Bond Ratings 
 
In May 2021, Fitch revised its Rating Outlook on the ‘AAA’ rating on PICA’s special tax 
revenue refunding bonds to ‘Negative’ from ‘Stable’, in order to match its revised outlook 
on City of Philadelphia bonds. However, in July 2021, Fitch revised its Rating Outlook to 
‘Stable’ from ‘Negative’ and affirmed the ‘AAA’ rating on PICA’s special tax revenue bonds. 
This change was also promulgated by its revision to City of Philadelphia bonds.  This 
rating reflected solid pledged revenue growth prospects, as it anticipates “growth in the 
pledged wage, earnings, and net profits tax revenues will be solid and between the pace 
of national economic growth and inflation” and which are also linked to Philadelphia’s 
overall economy.  Please see Figure 1 for PICA tax revenue and growth rates, and Figure 
2 for a breakdown of PICA tax totals as compared to the City’s share. 
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In September 2020, S&P Global Ratings revised its credit rating of ‘AAA’, with a ‘Negative’ 
outlook. This revision was based to PICA’s connection to the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania. However, in August 2021, S&P Global Ratings revised its outlook to 
‘Stable”, which was done in conjunction with their outlook revision for the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. This outlook revision reflected their view that 
“Pennsylvania’s near-term credit profile has stabilized given dissipation of substantial 
liquidity demands in response to a rebounding economy and historic level of direct federal 
support. 
 

 
 
 
 
Board Meetings 

 
The Board meets throughout the year on the third Tuesday of the month. The meeting 
schedule is considered and approved by the Board during its July meeting, which is posted 
on PICA’s website. From the outset, the Board has conducted these public meetings to 
maintain its accountability and transparency to the citizens of Philadelphia and its 
appointing authorities on the state level. Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic restrictions, 
board meetings were held virtually utilizing Microsoft Teams, and subsequently Zoom 
Video Communications applications. 

 
At the request of the Board, various officials presented testimony at PICA’s public Board 
meetings on significant issues relating to the City’s financial condition and operational 
challenges over the course of FY2021. This included presentations on the five year plan 
and on overtime spending and on overtime action plans. Presenters included 
representatives from the City’s Director of Finance, Budget Office, and the Managing 
Director’s Office.   
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Website Development and Security 
 
In FY2020, PICA engaged the local Philadelphia firm, 215 Guys, to assist in a redesign of 
the PICA website. On October 16, 2021, the new website was launched. In FY2021 PICA 

Staff continued to organize and develop 
the website to optimize the user 
experience and take full advantage of 
the website redesign.  
 
In addition, PICA moved the website to 
a new hosting company in FY2021. One 
of the advantages of this move is the 
added security features offered by the 
new firm. The new firm’s resources 
allow PICA Staff to better monitor the 
website for cyber threats, including 
malware and viruses, and regular scans 
for these threats are now completed as 

a part of regular website maintenance.  
 
With the reorganization complete and regular security scans implemented, PICA is proud 
to continue offering a modern, secure website as a public resource for all items related to 
Philadelphia’s Finances.  
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Social Media 
 

PICA has been managing a Facebook page and Twitter for 
approximately five years. In that time, PICA’s social media 
have emerged as resources to access publications and reports 
for those who do not regularly visit PICA’s website. PICA’s 
social media dashboards and insights show City leaders, 

elected officials, and general stakeholders all follow PICA’s accounts and many access 
PICA reports though this media.  
 
Both followers of and interactions with PICA social media have increased steadily since 
their inception, and they have indeed become a pathway for the public to access resources 
relating to Philadelphia’s fiscal health. In addition, PICA Staff continues to research social 
media trends and develop key internal indicators to ensure its social media platforms 
remain effective and accessible in an ever-changing social media landscape.   
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III. Fiscal Year 2022 Objectives 
 
 
Five Year Financial Plan  
 
PICA Staff will review, analyze, and report on the City’s FY2023-FY2027 Five Year 
Financial Plan. As with all five year plans or revisions, the City must demonstrate 
reasonable revenue and expenditure projections that result in a positive year end fund 
balance in the General Fund, while addressing the long-term financial issues facing the 
City. 
 
 
Monitor City’s Monthly Obligations  
 
Due to the low fund balances in the approved FY2022-FY2026 Five Year Plan, PICA will 
continue to receive monthly spending data from the City and will issue monthly obligation 
updates. These Monthly City Obligations Updates will allow PICA to monitor the City’s 
obligations and ensure compliance with the approved FY2022-FY2026 Five Year Plan.  
 
Any significant deviation from projected revenues, obligations, or fund balances, as 
appropriately deemed as a variance by PICA will require a revision to the Plan in 
accordance with the PICA Act and the Intergovernmental Cooperation Agreement. 
 
 
Monitor American Rescue Plan Act Funds 
 
On March 11, 2021, President Joe Biden signed the American Rescue Plan Act (“ARPA”) 
into law, triggering direct federal relief funds to Cities. Philadelphia was allotted $1.4 
billion in relief funds, deployed in two installments: $700 million was received in May 
2021, and the other $700 million is expected approximately one year later, in the spring 
of 2022. The Plan also includes $1.1 billion for the School District of Philadelphia. These 
once-in-a-generation federal funds represented a critical lifeline that is meant to alleviate 
some of the adverse economic effects of the global Pandemic.  
 
While the federal guidelines for spending the funds are fairly broad—revolving around 
restoring spending and revenue replacement lost as a result of the Pandemic—careful 
consideration must be taken to ensure the funds are spent within these guidelines. Except 
for $25.9 million that was used in FY2021, the bulk of these funds are projected to be 
spent under the City’s current FY2022-FY2026 Five Year Financial Plan, primarily in 
FY2022, FY2023, and FY2024. 
 
The ARPA funds represent a rare and historic opportunity for the City. As such, equitable 
investments into Philadelphia’s recovery should be made and the City must secure every 
dollar of the allotted federal funds. PICA is committed to ensuring the City receives the 
full benefits endowed by the historic ARPA Plan.  As such, PICA will monitor the receipt 
and spending of these funds. 
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PICA Fall Conference 
 
PICA is planning to host a virtual fall conference 
on the impact of the American Rescue Plan Act 
and Infrastructure Bill. The conference will be 
entitled “What Do the American Rescue and 
Infrastructure Plans Mean for Cities?” Guest 
speakers include Mr. Michael Belarmino, Senior 
Policy Advisor, Federal Liaison Center at the 
Government Finance Officers Association; Ms. 
Irma Esparza Diggs, Director of Federal 
Advocacy for the National League of Cities; and 
Ms. Ashley DelBianco, Chief Grants Officer for 
the City of Philadelphia.  
 
Once again, the conference will be held virtually 
due to the ongoing Pandemic. The purpose of the 
event will be to convene government officials, 
leading local experts, policy-makers, and 
academics to discuss the potential impact of the 
impending passage of two of the most important 
federal fiscal bill packages in a generation. As always, this conference is highly 
anticipated, and will address another important and timely topic for the City of 
Philadelphia.  
 
 
Recurring Reports and Functions 
 
PICA Staff will continue issuing its monthly revenue reports, reports on the Quarterly City 
Managers Report, quarterly overtime reports, annual reports, and monthly obligation 
updates.  
 
PICA will also continue its other re-occurring core functions related to reviewing 
extraordinary contracts and considering City capital requests. 
 
 
Enhanced Oversight of Overtime Spending 
 
PICA will continue to expand its role as the main oversight mechanism for monitoring of 
the City’s overtime spending. PICA Staff will focus on overtime data at the departmental 
level and provide deeper research and analysis of the drivers of overtime spending 
through review of overtime spending plans requested by PICA and submitted by the City. 
PICA Staff will incorporate these plans into the analysis of the City’s overtime spending 
included in the Quarterly Overtime Updates and Annual Overtime Report.  
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This analysis represents the enhanced oversight of the City’s overtime spending, as staff 
will focus on key departments that have been unable to reduce overtime costs. Previously, 
PICA identified 10 key departments responsible for more than 90 percent of the City’s 
overtime spending. By focusing the analysis on staffing, overtime drivers, and overtime 
management within these 10 departments, staff hopes to provide the necessary data with 
which the City may rely upon in its efforts to reduce overtime costs.  
  
Finally, PICA Staff will continue to meet with the City officials and department heads to 
develop new approaches to reducing overtime spending. As the City produces its 
departmental overtime reduction plans, PICA will work closely with the aforementioned 
officials to identify challenges to reducing overtime and review management solutions on 
a quarterly, real-time basis. By focusing on overtime at the department level, while 
developing unique, innovative approaches to reducing overtime over the course of the 
fiscal year, PICA will enhance its overtime oversight role and redouble its efforts to 
achieve the common goal of bringing overtime costs back within reasonable, responsible 
levels.  
 
 
Policy Reports and Issue Papers 
 
PICA will continue to publish periodic issue papers and targeted reports, in addition to 
its routine reports. In addition, PICA will identify pressing policy and management issues 
impacting the City’s fiscal future and publish reports on these issues when necessary.  
Some issues that may warrant PICA’s attention include: the funded ratio of the pension 
fund and other pension-related matters, specific drivers of excessive overtime spending, 
and technological upgrades associated with the modernization of City government 
systems.  
 
 
PICA Funded Capital Projects 
 
As of June 30, 2021, approximately $1,904,683 in PICA funds designated for City capital 
projects remained to be spent. In FY2022, PICA Staff, working with City budget and 
capital program staff, will continue to oversee the expenditure of PICA capital funds to 
ensure that these funds are allocated to projects that meet the specific criteria defined 
by the pertinent regulations.  
 
 
Police Court Overtime Study Update  
 
During FY2020, PICA issued the “Review of the City of Philadelphia Police Court 
Overtime.” The report identified areas for process improvement, opportunities for 
streamlined collaboration, and stressed the need for increased communication between 
various City agencies that could lead to potential cost savings.  In FY2021, the City 
provided a written status of the recommendations cited in the report.  
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In FY2022, PICA will evaluate the City’s progress in implementing the identified 
recommendations cited in the report.  
 
Pension Funding 
 
The funded status of the City’s Municipal Retirement System is one of the most critical 
financial challenges facing the City. Since FY2010, the actuarial value of assets increased 
from $4.3 billion to $6.2 billion in FY2020, while the actuarial liability increased from 
$9.3 billion to $12.0 billion over the same period. The funded ratio of the pension system 
is 51.9 percent as of FY2020. 
 
In FY2022, PICA will continue to monitor the unfunded liability of the pension system, 
the funded ratio, and the City’s plan to increase the ratio to 80 percent by FY2029 and 
100 percent by FY2033.  
 
 
Committee on Fiscal Stability and Intergovernmental Cooperation 
 
The City Council Committee on Fiscal Stability and Intergovernmental Cooperation 
monitors the City’s financial and operational position in this global pandemic 
environment. As such, it is expected that the Committee will continue to hold periodic 
hearings to discuss the City’s revenues and expenditures in accordance with the City’s five 
year plan.  The Executive Director will continue provide expert testimony on the City’s 
financial condition and adherence to the five year plan. 
 
 
Sunset Preparedness 
 
According to the PICA Act, Chapter 2, Section 204, ‘Term of Existence of Authority:’ 
 

The authority shall have continuing existence and succession for a term not 
exceeding one year after all of its liabilities, including, without limitation, 
its bonds have been fully paid and discharged. Upon the termination of the 
existence of the authority, all of its rights and properties, including funds 
remaining in the debt service reserve fund, shall be paid to the 
Commonwealth to the extent the Commonwealth has contributed such 
rights or property; otherwise, such rights or property shall pass to and be 
vested in the assisted city. 

 
As of the end of fiscal year 2021, PICA has two bond issues outstanding totaling 
$33,955,000 Series 2019 and Series 2020. The 2020 Series Bond matures in June 2022, 
while the 2019 Series Bond matures in June 2023. Upon payment of the bonds, PICA will 
terminate operations. With less than two fiscal years of operations remaining, PICA will 
start to plan and prepare for its termination.  
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IV. PICA’s Ongoing Goals 
 
Currently, PICA’s role in oversight of the City is expected to end in FY2023. According to 
our enabling legislation by the PICA Act, Section 204, enacted in 1991, PICA is set to 
expire upon the retirement of all outstanding PICA bonds, with an up to one-year wind 
down period. Since inception, PICA’s oversight of the City’s long-term financial planning 
process has emphasized the need for incorporating initiatives to address the City’s long-
term financial challenges. The PICA Act refers to the need to address such “underlying 
problems,” which the Authority interprets broadly to include socioeconomic trends, fiscal 
policy and management, and strategic planning for public sector activities to address 
Philadelphia’s challenges.  
 
 
Budget Reform 
 
To date, the City has been successful in implementing key reforms relating to the 
budgeting and long-term financial planning process. These reforms were largely due to 
new requirements under the PICA Act, which mandated not only a five year financial plan, 
but also quarterly reporting to PICA on the status of current year revenues and 
expenditures in relation to the five year plan. Quarterly reporting has resulted in a much 
more detailed process of monitoring revenues and expenditures at the agency level, which 
has contributed to the City’s ability to maintain budget compliance. The five year plan, in 
turn, has contributed to the City’s ability to maintain structural balance, with recurring 
revenues and expenditures aligned. The statutory requirement to project revenues and 
expenditures for five years, and that these projections be based on reasonable 
assumptions and indicate a positive General Fund balance for five years, have contributed 
to financial stability over the past two decades. Since FY1991 and FY1992, when the City 
posted General Fund deficits that PICA financed through its initial bond issues, the City 
has ended the fiscal year with a surplus in every year except three (FY2004, FY2009, and 
FY2010). More recently, due to the longest running economic expansion in recent history, 
the City was able to meets its Fund Balance target of 6 to 8 percent of revenues, as shown 
in Figure 3. In addition, the City made its first ever contribution to its Budget Stabilization 
Reserve Fund (“BSR”) or rainy day fund in FY2020. The BSR was immediately used in 
FY2021 to help alleviate the adverse economic effects of the COVID-19 Pandemic, but 
nonetheless it was a step in the right direction to fiscal stability. 
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Financial and Performance Oversight 
 
The framers of the PICA Act contemplated that the Authority would be a catalyst for 
addressing the City’s root problems by helping create processes that would identify and 
publicize key problems, create consensus for solutions, and ensure that those solutions 
are implemented. The PICA Act states that it was the intent of the General Assembly, 
when it approved the PICA Act, to “foster sound financial planning and budgetary 
practices that will address the underlying problems which result in…deficits for cities of 
the first class…” The legislature intended that the City’s budget and five year plan should 
be vehicles to address policy problems facing the City, not just tools for managing 
financial and physical resources. 
 
For this to occur, the five year plan must be embedded in policy-making and management 
systems that span a broad range of government functions – policy development, strategic 
planning, budgeting, program evaluation, and communication of performance and 
results. This approach must be City-wide, encompassing central management agencies, 
as well as agencies with responsibility for policy implementation and service delivery. The 
City has made progress in these areas, with the revitalization of the planning function, 
progress at developing performance measurements, the institution of program-based 
budgeting, and increased focus on issues that require a coordinated multi-agency 
response. However, more remains to be done, especially with identifying appropriate 
departmental performance measures that are directly correlated to the budget process. 
Such measures would promote transparency and accountability for the efficient delivery 
of City services. Due to the Pandemic, some performance targets and measures were 
skewed, therefore hampering comparability. PICA is hopeful that performance targets 
and outcomes will return to pre-Pandemic levels, and that the City will adjust some 
measures to better reflect outcomes. 
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Under current legislation, the Authority’s role in oversight of the City will end in 2023, 
when all outstanding PICA bonds are retired. In the final two years of PICA’s existence, 
the Authority intends to place increasing emphasis on the relationship between the five 
year plan process, the budget process, and the other management systems that are 
essential to ensure that the City continue to make progress toward addressing the 
underlying problems that impact its fiscal health.  
 
While PICA will continue to focus on the maintenance of structural financial balance, its 
oversight will also continue to emphasize the integration of financial management within 
the policy-making and management systems of the City. This broader focus is consistent 
with the intent of the legislature when it approved the PICA Act in 1991 and with the 
academic and professional literature on performance management.  
 
 
Continued Monitoring of Challenges Facing the City 
 
Notwithstanding the achievement of disciplined financial projections and ongoing budget 
monitoring, the City is still confronting structural financial challenges that pose risks to 
its long-term financial stability. In addition, the global Pandemic has added more stress 
to an already fragile fund balance. Funds from the American Rescue Plan Act will help 
mitigate the adverse economic effects of the Pandemic, but they will not solve the City’s 
long standing problems.  To adequately address these problems – socioeconomic distress, 
high poverty levels, weak economic growth, high tax rates, high pension costs, and tax 
delinquencies, among others – the City requires a financial planning process that is 
closely linked to broader management systems that are capable of addressing and solving 
the toughest public problems.  
 
The challenges facing the City include: high taxes; high poverty levels; an unusual mix of 
taxes that may be especially damaging to the City’s economic prospects; a pension system 
with a low funded ratio; a fragmented and expensive system of employee health benefits; 
a strained public school system; City financial responsibilities that are typically more 
broadly shared across the metropolitan region; under-maintained public facilities and 
infrastructure; systemic tax enforcement problems; and an unfunded Budget 
Stabilization Reserve. In the future, PICA will continue to emphasize ways the City can 
address these underlying problems through its oversight of the Five Year Financial Plan 
process, research publications, conferences, and advocacy. 
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Independent Auditor’s Report  
 

We  have  audited  the  accompanying  financial  statements  of  the 
governmental  activities,  each  major  fund,  and  the  aggregate 
remaining fund information of the Pennsylvania Intergovernmental 
Cooperation  Authority  (Authority),  a  blended  component  unit  of 
the  City  of  Philadelphia,  as  of  and  for  the  year  ended  June  30, 

2021,  and  the  related  notes  to  the  financial  statements,  which  collectively  comprise  the 
Authority’s basic financial statements as listed in the table of contents. 
  
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements 
 
Management  is  responsible  for  the  preparation  and  fair  presentation  of  these  financial 
statements in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of 
America;  this  includes  the  design,  implementation,  and  maintenance  of  internal  control 
relevant  to  the  preparation  and  fair  presentation  of  financial  statements  that  are  free  from 
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 
 
Auditor’s Responsibility 
 
Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit. We 
conducted  our  audit  in  accordance with  auditing  standards  generally  accepted  in  the United 
States  of  America.  Those  standards  require  that  we  plan  and  perform  the  audit  to  obtain 
reasonable  assurance  about  whether  the  financial  statements  are  free  from  material 
misstatement. 
 
An  audit  involves  performing  procedures  to  obtain  audit  evidence  about  the  amounts  and 
disclosures  in  the  financial  statements.  The  procedures  selected  depend  on  the  auditor’s 
judgment,  including  the  assessment  of  the  risks  of  material  misstatement  of  the  financial 
statements,  whether  due  to  fraud  or  error.  In  making  those  risk  assessments,  the  auditor 
considers  internal  control  relevant  to  the  entity’s  preparation  and  fair  presentation  of  the 
financial  statements  in  order  to  design  audit  procedures  that  are  appropriate  in  the 
circumstances,  but  not  for  the  purpose  of  expressing  an  opinion  on  the  effectiveness  of  the 
entity’s  internal  control.  Accordingly,  we  express  no  such  opinion.  An  audit  also  includes 
evaluating  the  appropriateness  of  accounting  policies  used  and  the  reasonableness  of 
significant  accounting  estimates  made  by  management,  as  well  as  evaluating  the  overall 
presentation of the financial statements. 
 

Board of Directors 
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We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a 
basis for our audit opinions. 
 
Opinions 
 
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, 
the  respective  financial  position  of  the  governmental  activities,  each  major  fund,  and  the 
aggregate remaining fund information of the Authority as of June 30, 2021, and the respective 
changes in financial position for the year then ended in accordance with accounting principles 
generally accepted in the United States of America. 
 
Other Matters 
 
Required Supplementary Information 
 
Accounting  principles  generally  accepted  in  the  United  States  of  America  require  that  the 
management’s  discussion  and  analysis,  budgetary  comparison  information,  and  historical 
pension and other post‐employment benefit  information on pages  i  through x and pages 398 
through  47,  respectively,  be  presented  to  supplement  the  basic  financial  statements.    Such 
information,  although  not  a  part  of  the  basic  financial  statements,  is  required  by  the 
Governmental Accounting Standards Board, who considers it to be an essential part of financial 
reporting for placing the basic financial statements in an appropriate operational, economic, or 
historical context.  We have applied certain limited procedures to the required supplementary 
information  in accordance with auditing  standards generally accepted  in  the United States of 
America,  which  consisted  of  inquiries  of  management  about  the  methods  of  preparing  the 
information and comparing  the  information  for  consistency with management’s  responses  to 
our inquiries, the basic financial statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit 
of the basic financial statements.   We do not express an opinion or provide any assurance on 
the  information because the  limited procedures do not provide us with sufficient evidence to 
express an opinion or provide any assurance. 
 
Other Information 
 
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that 
collectively comprise the Authority’s basic  financial statements. The accompanying combining 
nonmajor fund financial statements, schedule of cash activity – General Fund, and schedule of 
cash activity – PICA Tax Revenue Fund  (collectively,  supplementary  information) on pages 48 
through 51 are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the 
basic financial statements. 
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The supplementary information is the responsibility of management and was derived from and 
relates  directly  to  the  underlying  accounting  and  other  records  used  to  prepare  the  basic 
financial statements. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied 
in  the  audit  of  the  basic  financial  statements  and  certain  additional  procedures,  including 
comparing  and  reconciling  such  information  directly  to  the  underlying  accounting  and  other 
records  used  to  prepare  the  basic  financial  statements  or  to  the  basic  financial  statements 
themselves, and other additional procedures  in accordance with  auditing  standards generally 
accepted  in  the  United  States  of  America.  In  our  opinion,  the  supplementary  information  is 
fairly stated, in all material respects, in relation to the basic financial statements as a whole. 
 

Maher Duessel 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 
September 22, 2021 
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Management’s Discussion and Analysis 
 
 
The Board of the Pennsylvania Intergovernmental Cooperation Authority (the “Authority” or “PICA”) 
offers the following narrative overview and analysis of the financial activities of the Authority for the fiscal 
year ended June 30, 2021 (“FY2021”).  Please read it in conjunction with the Authority’s financial 
statements, which begin on page 1. 
 
Using this Annual Report 
 
This discussion and analysis is intended to serve as an introduction to the Authority’s basic financial 
statements.  The Authority’s basic financial statements comprise four components:  

(1) Government-wide financial statements – which provide both long-term and short-term 
information about the Authority’s overall financial condition. 

(2)  Fund financial statements – which provide a more detailed look at major individual 
funds. 

(3)  Notes to the financial statements – which explain some information contained in the 
financial statements and provide more detailed data. 

(4)  Supplementary information – which further explain and support the information in the 
financial statements. 

 
Brief Description and Financial Highlights 
 
PICA is a blended component unit of the City of Philadelphia (“City”). PICA is a body corporate and politic, 
a public authority and instrumentality of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (“Commonwealth”). It was 
created in 1991 to assist the City in overcoming a severe fiscal crisis by issuing bonds to finance the 
accumulated operating deficit of the City, and by overseeing the creation of a long-term financial planning 
process. Since 1991, the City has submitted, and PICA has approved, thirty five-year financial plans. PICA 
approved the Five-Year Financial Plan for fiscal years 2022 through 2026, on July 27, 2021.  
 
PICA is governed by a Board consisting of five voting members appointed by the following state officials: 
The Governor, the President Pro Tempore of the Senate, the Minority Leader of the Senate, the Speaker of 
the House of Representatives, and the Minority Leader of the House of Representatives. The Board also 
includes two non-voting, ex officio members: The Secretary of the Budget of the Commonwealth and the 
Director of Finance of the City. The Authority currently employs four full-time staff. 
 
The financial activity and statements presented in this report reflect only the financial activity of PICA. 
However, as a blended component unit of the City, the Authority’s financial activity is included in the 
City’s Annual Financial Report, as part of governmental activities. The following is a summary of some of 
the highlights of the Authority’s financial activity in FY2021: 
 

 The Authority’s total net position at the close of FY2021 was ($11,452,889), representing 
a positive change in net position of $20,733,928 from the prior year.  The largest 
contributor to the negative net position was $36,257,706 in bonds payable.  

 The Authority’s most significant expenses in FY2020 were $512,415,683 for grants to the 
City and $2,803,750 for interest on long-term debt. The most significant revenue source 
was $530,661,015 in PICA taxes. 

 At the close of FY2021, the combined fund balance in all governmental funds was 
$33,479,285. This amount included $18,709,076 in the General Fund, $8,687,760 in the 
Debt Service Reserve Fund, and $6,082,449 in the nonmajor governmental funds 
(consisting of $2,079,651 in the 2010, 2019, and 2020 Debt Service Funds, $2,098,114 in 
the Rebate Fund, and $1,904,684 in the Special Revenue Funds).  
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Overview of Financial Statements 
 
Government-Wide Financial Statements. The government-wide financial statements provide information 
about the activities of the Authority as a whole. They are reported using the economic resource 
measurement focus and the accrual basis of accounting. In these statements, all current year revenues and 
expenses are taken into account, regardless of when cash is received or paid. 
 
There are two government-wide financial statements: The Statement of Net Position and the Statement of 
Activities (pages 1 and 2). The Statement of Net Position presents information on all the Authority’s assets, 
deferred outflows of resources, liabilities, deferred inflows of resources, and net position. Over time, 
increases or decreases in net position should indicate whether the financial position of the Authority is 
improving or deteriorating. The Statement of Activities presents information showing how the Authority’s 
net position changed during FY2020. All changes in net position are reported as soon as the underlying 
event giving rise to the change occurs, regardless of the timing of related cash flows.  Thus, revenues and 
expenses are reported in this statement for some items that will only result in cash flows in future fiscal 
periods (e.g., uncollected taxes). 
 
Fund Financial Statements. The two governmental fund financial statements are the Balance Sheet and the 
Statement of Revenue, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance (pages 3 and 5). A fund is a grouping 
of related accounts that is used to maintain control over resources that have been segregated for specific 
activities or objectives. The Authority uses fund accounting to ensure and demonstrate compliance with 
finance-related legal requirements. The Authority maintains ten governmental funds, and information for 
each major fund is presented separately in the fund financial statements. 
 
It is useful to compare the information presented for governmental funds with similar information presented 
for governmental activities in the government-wide financial statements. Both fund financial statements 
provide a reconciliation to facilitate this comparison between the fund statements and government-wide 
statements. 
 
Notes to the Financial Statements.  The notes to the financial statements provide additional information 
that is essential to a full understanding of the data provided in the government-wide and fund financial 
statements.  The notes can be found on pages 7 through 38. 
 
Supplementary Information.  In addition to the basic financial statements, and the accompanying notes, this 
report also presents additional information in two separate sections: required supplementary information, 
and supplementary information.  
 

Required Supplementary Information: Certain information regarding the General Fund 
operating budget, the proportionate share of the collective net pension and other post-
employment benefit (OPEB) liability, and the contributions to the Commonwealth’s 
pension and OPEB system is presented in this section. This required supplementary 
information can be found immediately following the notes to the financial statements.  

 
Supplementary Information: The combining nonmajor governmental fund financial 
statements and the schedules of cash activity for both the General Fund and the PICA Tax 
Revenue Fund are presented in this section. The supplementary information can be found 
immediately following the Required Supplementary Information. 

 
Government-Wide Financial Statements 
 
Statement of Net Position 
 
PICA’s total assets as of June 30, 2021 were $41,257,035, a decrease of 23.3 percent from the previous 
year. The most significant changes were decreases of ($5,510,619) in PICA taxes receivable, ($5,435,231) 
in cash and cash equivalents held by trustee, ($1,370,648) in other cash and cash equivalents, and 
($575,373) in fair value of derivative instruments. 
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Total deferred outflows of resources as of June 30, 2021 totaled $702,764, an increase of 3.0 percent from 
the prior year. Most of the increase in deferred outflows of resources was attributable to other post-
employment benefits of $56,236, offset by a decrease of ($16,430) in contributions subsequent to the 
measurement date related to the pension liability. 
 
 

Table 1: Net Position 
  

FY2021 FY2020 
Percent 
Change 

 

Assets     
 Cash and cash equivalents     
      Held by trustee $7,123,858 $12,559,089 -43.3%  
      Other 4,120,534 5,491,182 -25.0%  
 Investments 22,441,613 22,061,732 1.7%  
 PICA taxes receivable 7,551,265 13,061,884 -42.2%  
 Fair value of derivative instruments 0 575,373 -100.0%  
 Accrued interest receivable 332 1,116 -70.3%  
 Prepaid expenses 13,711 19,086 -28.2%  
 Equipment, net 5,722 189 2927.5%  
 Total Assets $41,257,035 $53,769,651 -23.3%  
      
Deferred Outflows of Resources     
 Deferred outflows related to Pension $417,141 $427,025 -2.3%  
 Deferred outflows related to OPEB 199,340 143,104 39.3%  
 Contributions subsequent to measurement date:  

      Pension 
 

68,877 
 

85,307 
 

-79.6% 
 

       OPEB 17,406 27,022 154.9%  
 Total Deferred Outflows of Resources $702,764 $682,458 3.0%  
      
Liabilities     
 Accounts payable and accrued expenses $220,725 $224,432 -1.7%  
 Due to the City of Philadelphia 7,551,303 13,061,968 -42.2%  
 Current portion of bonds payable 23,085,000 22,120,000 4.4%  
 Current portion of net OPEB liability 17,406 27,022 -35.6%  
 Net pension liability 1,367,695 1,413,033 -3.2%  
 Noncurrent portion of net OPEB liability 937,786 809,244 15.9%  
 Noncurrent portion of bonds payable 13,172,706 37,770,547 -65.1%  
 Total Liabilities $46,352,621 $75,426,246 -38.5%  
      
Deferred Inflows of Resources     
 Deferred gain on bond refunding 5,734,672 9,647,381 -40.6%  
 Deferred inflows related to Pension $752,705 $771,144 -2.4%  
 Deferred inflows related to OPEB 572,690 794,155 -27.9%  
 Total Deferred Inflows of Resources $7,060,067 $11,212,680 -37.0%  
      
Net Position     
 Net investment in capital assets $5,722 $189 2927.5%  
 Restricted for:     
   Debt service 12,065,525 15,003,744 -19.6%  
   Benefit of the City of Philadelphia 1,904,684 5,269,492 -63.9%  
 Unrestricted (25,428,820) (52,460,242) -51.5%  
 Total Net Position ($11,452,889) ($32,186,817) -64.4%  
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Total liabilities as of June 30, 2021 were $46,352,621, a decrease of ($29,073,625) or 38.5 percent from 
the previous year. The most significant change in liabilities included decreases of ($24,597,841) in the 
noncurrent portion of bonds payable, and ($5,510,665) in the Due to City of Philadelphia liability.  
 
Total deferred inflows of resources as of June 30, 2021, were $7,060,067, a decrease of 37.0 percent from 
the previous year. The most significant change relates to a decrease of ($3,912,709) in the deferred gain on 
bond refunding. The remaining deferred inflows of resources represents the net differences between 
projected and actual earnings related to its pension plan, the difference between the Authority’s 
contributions and proportionate share of contributions related to its pension plan, and the difference between 
expected and actual experience in its other post-employment benefits plan. 
 
The Authority’s total net (deficit) position as of June 30, 2021, is ($11,452,889). Of this amount, 
$12,065,525 is restricted for debt service. The amount restricted for debt service includes the following 
elements: 
 
 

Restricted for Debt Service   
  Debt Service Reserve Fund   
 Current assets held for debt service reserve purposes as required by Trust Indenture $8,687,760  
  Debt Service Funds   
 Current assets held for debt service payments due in FY2021 – 2020 Series  1,128,199  
 Current assets held for debt service payments due in FY2021 – 2019 Series 951,452  
  Rebate Fund   
 Current assets held for future potential rebate/debt service purposes 2,098,114  
 Sub-Total $12,865,525  
  Less: Debt Service Reserve Fund   
 Current assets held for subsequent PICA administration purposes in FY2022 per the 

adopted budget 
(800,000)  

 Net Position restricted for debt service at June 30, 2021 $12,065,525  
 
 
Of the total net position, $1,904,684 is restricted for the benefit of the City, to be used for capital projects. 
Unrestricted net position/(deficit) of ($25,428,820) includes $800,000 committed by the PICA Board for 
Authority operations. The deficit in unrestricted net position was due primarily to long-term debt 
outstanding in excess of total assets. As the Authority continues to retire outstanding debt, its net position 
improves. 
 
 
Statement of Activities 
 
As shown in Table 2, total expenses for FY2021 were $516,073,856, an increase of $13,572,770 or 2.7 
percent from the previous year. The most significant changes in expenses included a $16,467,614 increase 
in grants to the City, offset by a decrease of ($1,958,988) in interest on long-term debt, and by a ($652,034) 
decrease in bond issuance costs. Total revenues for FY2021 were $536,807,784, a slight decrease from the 
prior year. The most significant increase in revenues was an increase of $2,874,579 on the amortization of 
deferred gain on refunding, offset by a decrease of ($1,376,008) or 103.0 percent in investment income, a 
decrease of ($1,382,923) of the amortization of the bond premium, and a decrease of ($2,198,000) on the 
termination of guaranteed investment contract.  
 
Revenues exceed expenses by $20,733,928 in FY2021, resulting in an increase in net position of that 
amount. Net position/(deficit) at the beginning of the year was ($32,186,817). Consequently, the year-end 
net position/(deficit) for FY2021 is ($11,452,889).  
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Table 2: Activities 
  

FY2021 FY2020 
Percent 
Change 

 

Expenses     
 Grants to City of Philadelphia $512,415,683 $495,948,069 3.3%  
 General management and support  828,870 1,108,522 -25.2%  
 Interest on long-term debt 2,803,750 4,762,738 -41.1%  
 Bond issuance costs 0 652,034 -100.0%  
 Investment expenses 25,553 29,723 -14.0%  
 Total Expenses $516,073,856 $502,501,086 2.7%  
      
Revenues     
 PICA taxes $530,661,015 $528,983,664 0.3%  
 Amortization of bond premium 1,512,841 2,895,764 -47.8%  
 Amortization of deferred gain on refunding 3,912,709 1,038,130 276.9%  
 Investment income (loss) (40,129) 1,335,879 -103.0%  
 Other income 761,348 886,880 -14.2%  
 Termination of guaranteed investment contract 0 2,198,000 -100.0%  
 Total Revenues $536,807,784 $537,338,317 -0.1%  
      
Change in Net Position $20,733,928 $34,837,231 -40.5%  
      
Net Position     
 Beginning of fiscal year  ($32,186,817) ($67,024,048) -52.0%  
 End of fiscal year  ($11,452,889) ($32,186,817) -64.4%  

 
 
Governmental Fund Financial Statements 
 
The Authority’s governmental fund financial statements are reported using the current financial resources 
measurement focus and the modified accrual basis of accounting. Revenues are recognized as soon as they 
are collectible within the current period or soon enough thereafter to pay liabilities of the current period. 
Both governmental fund financial statements are reconciled to the government-wide financial statements.  
 
PICA maintains ten governmental funds. They include: the General Fund; the PICA tax revenue fund; the 
debt service reserve fund; the 2010, 2019 and 2020 debt service funds; the rebate fund; and the 1992, 1993, 
and 1994 special revenue funds. A description of each fund is provided below. 
 
General Fund.  The General Fund accounts for all resources utilized for PICA operations. All FY2021 
administration expenses were funded from earnings on the General Fund, a transfer of a portion of earnings 
on the Debt Service Reserve Fund to the General Fund, and the portion of the prior year’s unassigned 
General Fund fund balance.  
 
PICA Tax Revenue Fund.  The PICA Tax Revenue Fund accounts for the receipts of PICA tax revenue and 
its allocation to other PICA funds and to the City in accordance with the PICA bond indenture. The fund 
receives PICA taxes, interest earnings on such collections, and net interest earnings on bond issue funds 
other than Special Revenue Funds (the earnings on Special Revenue Funds are restricted to providing grants 
to the City for PICA-approved capital projects). These funds are utilized to provide monthly, from the first 
available funds in that month, one-sixth of the next semi-annual interest requirement, and one-twelfth of 
the next annual principal requirement on PICA bonds outstanding, in a manner calculated to provide the 
total required semi-annual interest and annual principal payments at the close of the month prior to each 
required payment. After provision of monthly debt service requirements, the residual balances in the PICA 
Tax Revenue Fund are paid to the City as grants to the City General Fund. 
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Debt Service Reserve Fund. The Debt Service Reserve Fund contains assets sufficient to meet the debt 
service reserve requirement for PICA bonds, as required under the trust indenture. Current year investment 
earnings are transferred to other funds to pay current year debt service requirements and to finance a portion 
of each year’s administrative expenses in the General Fund. 
 
The General Fund, PICA Tax Revenue Fund, and the Debt Service Reserve Fund are considered major 
funds, while the funds below are considered to be nonmajor. 
 
Debt Service Funds. The 2010, 2019, and 2020 debt service funds account for the accumulation of resources 
for, and payment of, debt service on outstanding 2010, 2019, and 2020 series PICA bonds.  
 
Rebate Fund. The Rebate Fund accounts for resources that may be necessary to meet federal arbitrage 
requirements and/or debt service requirements.   
 
Special Revenue Funds. The Special Revenue Funds account for resources that have been allocated to fund 
City capital projects. They include amounts held separately by bond issue from which such funds were 
provided, for purposes of grants to the City for specific PICA-approved capital projects.  The PICA Act 
restricts the City’s use of PICA capital funding to specific “emergency” and “productivity” projects 
approved by the PICA Board and, where necessary, by certain Commonwealth elected officials. 
 
At June 30, 2021, sufficient PICA-controlled special revenue funds (nonmajor funds) were available to 
complete all the initially approved PICA projects and additional projects subsequently approved by the 
PICA Board. Special revenue funds (nonmajor funds) held for PICA capital project grants to the City totaled 
$1,904,684 on June 30, 2021. 
 
 
Statement of Revenue, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances – Governmental Funds 
 
The Statement of Revenue, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances – Governmental Funds, presents 
revenues, expenditures, other financing sources and uses, and change in fund balance for the Authority’s 
ten governmental funds for the year ended June 30, 2021. The statement also presents fund balances at the 
beginning and at the end of FY2021. Table 3 presents a summary of the information in this statement. 
 
 

 

Table 3: Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance
  

Revenues Expenditures 
Other Financing 
Sources/(Uses) 

Fund Balance 
(June 30, 2021) 

 

Governmental Fund      
 General $287,914 $1,038,598 $625,307 $18,709,076  
 PICA Tax Revenue 530,682,672 509,049,323 (21,633,349) 0  
 Debt Service Reserve 606,714 7,980 (3,523,801) 8,687,760  
 Total Major $531,577,300 $510,095,901 ($24,531,843) $27,396,836  
   Nonmajor:      
      2020 Debt Service 2,222 13,509,500 13,493,628 1,128,199  
      2019 Debt Service 1,822 11,414,250 11,412,639 951,452  
      2010 Debt Service 0 0 (424) 0  
      Rebate 711 0 0 2,098,114  
      1992 Special Revenue 1 0 0 2,982  
      1993 Special Revenue 60 46,310 0 147,514  
      1994 Special Revenue 1,491 3,320,050 0 1,754,188  
 Total Nonmajor $6,307 $28,290,110 $24,905,843 $6,082,449  

 Total Governmental Funds $531,583,607 $538,386,011 $374,000 $33,479,285  
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The Authority’s governmental funds received $531,583,607 in revenue in FY2021. This amount included 
$530,661,015 in PICA taxes received in the PICA Tax Revenue Fund. Other major sources of revenue 
included $586,656 in other income in Debt Service Reserve Fund and $174,692 in other income in the 
General Fund.  
 
Expenditures in governmental funds totaled $538,386,011 in FY2021. This amount included: $509,049,323 
in grants to the City  in the PICA Tax Revenue Fund; $12,260,000 (in principal) and $1,249,500 (in interest)  
in debt service payments for the Series 2020 bonds in the 2020 Debt Service Fund; $9,860,000 (in principal) 
and $1,554,250 in interest in debt service payments for the Series 2019 bonds in the 2019 Debt Service 
Fund; $3,366,360 in grants to the City in the Special Revenue Funds; $1,021,025 in expenditures for PICA 
operations and $17,573 in investment expenses in the General Fund; and, $7,980 in investment expenses in 
the Debt Service Reserve Fund.  
 
Other financing sources for the General Fund included a gain on termination of basis cap agreements of 
$374,000, and a net transfer in of $251,307 to pay for operating expenditures.  Other financing sources and 
uses also included various operating transfers among funds. Funds were transferred from the PICA Tax 
Revenue Fund ($21,633,349) to the 2020 and 2019 Debt Service Funds (nonmajor funds) for principal and 
interest payments due on outstanding PICA bonds during FY2021. In addition, funds from the Debt Service 
Reserve Fund ($3,523,801) were also transferred to the PICA Tax Revenue Fund for grants to the City. 
 
The sum of revenues, expenditures and other financing sources and uses for all governmental funds equals 
the change in fund balance for FY2021, which was ($6,428,404). Accordingly, the total fund balance in all 
governmental funds decreased from $39,907,689 as of July 1, 2020, to $33,479,285 as of June 30, 2021, or 
approximately a 16.1 percent decline. 
 
 
Balance Sheet – Governmental Funds 
 
The Balance Sheet – Governmental Funds, presents assets, liabilities, and fund balance for the Authority’s 
ten governmental funds as of June 30, 2021.  Total assets for all governmental funds are $41,251,313. This 
amount includes $18,929,801 in the General Fund, primarily consisting of cash and cash equivalents, 
investments, and prepaid expenses. Total assets in the Debt Service Reserve Fund are $8,687,760, which 
includes cash and cash equivalents, and investments. The remaining governmental fund assets – in the debt 
service funds and special revenue funds (nonmajor funds) and PICA Tax Revenue Fund – are primarily 
classified as cash and cash equivalents, PICA taxes receivable, or accrued interest receivable. Table 4 
presents a summary of the information in this Statement. 
 

Table 4: Balance Sheet 
  

Assets Liabilities 
Fund Balance 

(June 30, 2021) 
 

Governmental Fund     
 General $18,929,801 $220,725 $18,709,076  
 PICA Tax Revenue 7,551,303 7,551,303 0  
 Debt Service Reserve  8,687,760 0 8,687,760  
 Total Major $35,168,864 $7,772,028 $27,396,836  
   Nonmajor     
      2020 Debt Service 1,128,199 0 1,128,199  
      2019 Debt Service 951,452 0 951,452  
          2010 Debt Service 0 0 0  
      Rebate 2,098,114 0 2,098,114  
      1992 Special Revenue 2,982 0 2,982  
      1993 Special Revenue 147,514 0 147,514  
      1994 Special Revenue 1,754,188 0 1,754,188  
 Total Nonmajor $6,082,449 $0 $6,082,449  

 Total Governmental $41,251,313 $7,772,028 $33,479,285  
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Total fund balances for all governmental funds are $33,479,285. Within the General Fund, the total fund 
balance is $18,709,076, of which $14,860,346 is committed for future swaption activity and $3,848,730 is 
unassigned. This unassigned fund balance is available for Authority administration expenditures. Within 
the Debt Service Reserve Fund, total fund balance is $8,687,760, of which $7,887,760 is restricted for debt 
service, and $800,000 is committed to subsequent PICA administration. In recent years, the Authority has 
annually transferred $800,000 from the Debt Service Reserve Fund to the General Fund to finance a portion 
of PICA’s operating expenditures. The fund balances in the 2010, 2019, and 2020 Debt Service Funds and 
Rebate Fund (nonmajor funds) are restricted for debt service. The fund balances in the special revenue 
funds (nonmajor funds) are restricted for the benefit of the City. These funds can only be used to finance 
City capital projects that meet specific criteria contained in the PICA Act. 
 
 
General Fund Budget 
 
The PICA Act allows the Authority several sources of income to support its operations.  The statute 
specifically provides that the Authority may draw earnings from the various funds and accounts created 
pursuant to its Trust Indenture, and also directly from the proceeds of PICA Taxes to the extent investment 
income is insufficient.  The latter allowable revenue source has never been utilized by the Authority. 
 
The PICA Act requires that the Authority adopt an annual budget (for the fiscal year commencing July 1) 
before March 1 of each year and also stipulates its format and additional information to be provided to the 
Governor and General Assembly of the Commonwealth.   
 
The philosophy underlying the Authority’s General Fund budget is that the Authority should maintain a 
personnel and expenditure level sufficient to permit it to respond to the demands placed upon it. The 
FY2022 General Fund operating budget totals $1,600,000, the same amount as in FY2021. Table 5 presents 
a summary of the FY2021 and FY2022 General Fund budgets, as well as actual figures for FY2021. 
 
 

Table 5: General Fund Budget 
  

FY2022 
Budget 

FY2021 
Budget 

FY2021 
Actual 

Percent Change 
FY2021 vs. FY2022 

Budget 

 

Revenues and Other Financing 
Sources 

     

 Interest Earnings – General Fund $18,000 $18,000 $27,039 0.0%  
 Use of Existing General Fund Surplus  782,000 782,000 229,559 0.0%  
 Other Financing Sources: 

Transfer of Interest Earnings from 
Debt Service Reserve Fund 

 
800,000 

 
800,000 

 
800,000 

 
0.0% 

 

 Total Revenues and Other 
Financing Sources 

$1,600,000 $1,600,000 $1,056,598 0.0%  

       
Expenditures      
 Salaries and benefits $1,000,000 $990,000 $741,667 1.0%  
 Professional services 190,000 195,000 169,501 -2.6%  
 Other expenses 172,500 162,500 138,564 6.2%  
 Capital outlay 2,500 2,500 6,866 0.0%  
 Additional oversight duties 235,000 250,000 0 -6.0%  
 Total Expenditures $1,600,000 $1,600,000 $1,056,598 0.0%  

 
 
The Authority’s General Fund administrative expenditures are financed through a transfer of $800,000 from 
the Debt Service Reserve Fund, appropriation of a portion of the existing General Fund surplus, and interest 
earnings. Total expenditures in FY2022 are budgeted at $1,600,000. Expenditures for salaries and benefits 
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comprise $1,000,000. The next largest category is additional oversight duties, at $235,000. This line item 
is reserved for special projects, commissioned research, or other needs that may arise during the fiscal year 
related to financial oversight of the City. Professional services are budgeted at $190,000. Other expenses 
and capital outlay are budgeted at $175,000.   
 
In FY2021, actual PICA expenditures for operations were $1,056,598, well below (34 percent) the budgeted 
amount. This reflected actual expenditures that were below budget in all major categories. Professional 
services, including legal, audit, and consulting, were below budgeted amounts, because PICA maintains a 
consistent level, year-to-year, for services pertaining to arbitrage and legal advice, which are only used to 
the extent they are needed in any given year.  Combined actual costs for capital outlays and additional 
oversight duties were also below budgeted amounts.  
 
 
Debt 
 
The Authority issued four series of bonds from 1992 to 1994 to finance the City’s operating deficit, provide 
funding for City capital projects, establish a revolving loan fund to finance productivity-enhancing projects 
for the City, and for other purposes. PICA’s statutory authorization to issue new-money bonds for capital 
or deficit financing expired on December 31, 1994. Since that time, the Authority has issued eight series of 
refunding bonds with the objective of lowering debt service costs. The most recent series of refunding bonds 
were issued in FY2020.  
 
In December 2019, the Authority issued the Special Tax Revenue Refunding Bonds Series 2019 (“Series 
2019 Bonds”), for $31,085,000 and Special Tax Revenue Refunding Bonds Series 2020 (“Series 2020 
Bonds”), in the amount of $24,990,000, pursuant to the Amended and Restated Indenture of Trust. The 
proceeds of the sale of the Series 2019 Bonds were used to currently refund all of the Authority’s Special 
Tax Revenue Refunding Bonds Series of 2009 and pay the costs of issuing the Series 2019 Bonds. The 
proceeds from the sale of the Series 2020 Bonds, together with other available funds of the Authority, were 
used to advance refund the Authority’s Special Tax Revenue Refunding Bonds Series of 2010 and pay the 
costs of issuing the Series 2020 Bonds. 
 
By far the largest portion of the Authority’s net deficit reflects its bonds payable.  Proceeds from the PICA 
Tax, as well as the corresponding interest earned, are in part utilized to fund debt service requirements. The 
Authority's bonds payable on June 30, 2021, is $33,955,000. 
 
 
Economic Factors and Next Year’s Budget 
 
PICA Tax revenues reflect the underlying strength of the Philadelphia employment base, which had 
exhibited modest to strong growth in recent years. However, the novel coronavirus COVID-19 global 
pandemic has negatively impacted economic activity and the City’s finances. Therefore, the revenue 
projections for the City’s tax revenues, and a result, PICA’s revenues, have been tempered.  
 
In FY2022, the Authority will continue to receive PICA Tax revenues in accordance with existing 
agreements between the City, Commonwealth, and PICA. These revenues will be allocated to the Debt 
Service Funds to meet debt service requirements on the outstanding series of 2019 and 2020 bonds. If 
necessary, PICA Tax revenues will be allocated to the Debt Service Reserve Fund to ensure that the debt 
service reserve requirement required under the Trust Indenture is maintained. The process for spending 
PICA funds on PICA-approved capital projects will also continue in FY2022, resulting in a continued 
reduction in the fund balance in the special revenue funds (nonmajor funds). 
 
At this time, there are no major factors that are expected to significantly impact the Authority’s operating 
expenditures in FY2022. The budget for FY2022 anticipates the use of $782,000 of the existing General 
Fund surplus as a revenue source. This should result in a reduction in the unassigned General Fund balance 
in FY2022.  
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Additional Information  
 
In accordance with IRS regulations, certain funds already granted to the City by PICA continue to be 
classified as PICA Arbitrage Reportable Funds until the City expends such funds for the purpose for which 
they were provided.  Accordingly, and also for oversight purposes, PICA tracks the uses/balances of such 
funds and interest earnings thereon until they are spent by the City. When the City encumbers funds for 
PICA-funded capital projects, the funds are transferred from the special revenue funds (nonmajor funds) to 
encumbered funds accounts also maintained by PICA’s Trustee. Subsequent to incurring the capital 
expenditure, the City requests reimbursement from the encumbered funds accounts. As of June 30, 2021, 
the balance in the encumbered funds accounts was as follows: 
 
 

Capital Projects Encumbered Funds
  
 1992 Capital Projects Encumbered Funds $607,020  
 1993 Capital Projects Encumbered Funds 1,665,871  
 1993 Criminal Justice Encumbered Funds 756,586  
 1994 Capital Projects Encumbered Funds 7,635,559  

Total $10,665,036  
 
 
Contacting PICA’s Financial Management 
 
This financial report is designed to present an accurate overview of the financial activities of the Authority 
during FY2021. If you have questions about this report or require additional information about the 
Authority’s finances, please contact PICA staff at Pennsylvania Intergovernmental Cooperation Authority, 
1500 Walnut Street, Suite 1600, Philadelphia, PA 19102. 
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Cash and cash equivalents:
Held by Trustee 7,123,858$           
Other 4,120,534              

Investments 22,441,613           
PICA taxes receivable 7,551,265              
Accrued interest receivable 332                         
Prepaid expenses 13,711                   
Equipment, net 5,722                      

Total Assets 41,257,035           

Deferred outflows related to:
Pension 417,141                 
Other post-employment benefits 199,340                 

Contributions subsequent to measurement date:
Pension 68,877                   
Other post-employment benefits 17,406                   

Total Deferred Outflows of Resources 702,764                 

Accounts payable and accrued expenses 220,725                 
Due to City of Philadelphia 7,551,303              
Current portion of bonds payable 23,085,000           
Current portion of net other post-employment

benefit liability 17,406                   
Net pension liability 1,367,695              
Noncurrent portion of net other post-

employment benefit liability 937,786                 
Noncurrent portion of bonds payable 13,172,706           

Total Liabilities 46,352,621           

Deferred gain on bond refunding 5,734,672              
Deferred inflows related to:

Pension 752,705                 
Other post-employment benefits 572,690                 

Total Deferred Inflows of Resources 7,060,067              

Net investment in capital assets 5,722                      
Restricted for:

Debt service 12,065,525           
Benefit of the City of Philadelphia 1,904,684              

Unrestricted (25,428,820)          

Total Net Position (11,452,889)$        

(A Blended Component Unit of the City of Philadelphia)

Deferred Inflows of Resources

Net Position

Liabilities

STATEMENT OF NET POSITION - GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES

PENNSYLVANIA INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COOPERATION AUTHORITY

JUNE 30, 2021

Assets

Deferred Outflows of Resources

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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PENNSYLVANIA INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COOPERATION AUTHORITY

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES - GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES

Expenses:
Grants to City of Philadelphia 512,415,683$   
General management and support - general 

operations 828,870
Interest on long-term debt 2,803,750          
Investment expenses 25,553               

Total Expenses 516,073,856     

Revenues:
PICA taxes 530,661,015     
Amortization of bond premium 1,512,841          
Amortzation of deferred gain on bond

refunding 3,912,709          
Investment income (loss) (40,129)              
Other income 761,348             

Total Revenues 536,807,784     

Change in Net Position 20,733,928       

Net Position:
Beginning of year (32,186,817)      

End of year (11,452,889)$    

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2021

(A Blended Component Unit of the City of Philadelphia)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Other Total
PICA Tax Debt Service Governmental Governmental

General Revenue Reserve Fund Funds Funds

Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents 4,120,534$        -$                        1,041,689$        6,082,169$        11,244,392$      
Investments 14,795,552        -                           7,646,061          -                           22,441,613        
PICA taxes receivable -                           7,551,265          -                           -                           7,551,265          
Accrued interest receivable 4                          38                       10                       280                     332                     
Prepaid expenses 13,711                -                           -                           -                           13,711                

Total Assets 18,929,801$      7,551,303$        8,687,760$        6,082,449$        41,251,313$      

Liabilities:
Accounts payable 70,354$             -$                        -$                        -$                        70,354$             
Due to the City of Philadelphia -                           7,551,303          -                           -                           7,551,303          
Accrued payroll and taxes 150,371             -                           -                           -                           150,371             

Total liabilities 220,725             7,551,303          -                           -                           7,772,028          

Fund Balance:
Restricted:
For debt service -                           -                           7,887,760          4,177,765          12,065,525        
For benefit of City of 
Philadelphia -                           -                           -                           1,904,684          1,904,684          

Committed:
For subsequent PICA
administration -                           -                           800,000             -                           800,000             

For future swaption activity 14,860,346        -                           -                           -                           14,860,346        
Unassigned 3,848,730          -                           -                           -                           3,848,730          

Total fund balance 18,709,076        -                           8,687,760          6,082,449          33,479,285        

Total Liabilities
  and Fund Balance 18,929,801$      7,551,303$        8,687,760$        6,082,449$        41,251,313$      

ASSETS

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE

PENNSYLVANIA INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COOPERATION AUTHORITY

BALANCE SHEET - GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS

JUNE 30, 2021

(A Blended Component Unit of the City of Philadelphia)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Total Fund Balance - Governmental Funds 33,479,285$     

5,722                 

(5,734,672)        

Bonds payable (33,955,000)$  

Premium on bonds (2,302,706)      

Net pension liability, net of related deferred inflows and outflows of resources (1,634,382)      

(1,311,136)      (39,203,224)$   

Net position - governmental activities (11,452,889)$   

Amounts reported for governmetnal activities in the statement of net position are different

because:

Long-term liabilities applicable to the Authority's governmental activities are not due and

payable in the current period and, accordingly, are not reported as fund liabilities. All

liabilities, both current and long-term, are reported in the statement of net position.

Net OPEB liability, net of related deferred inflows and outflows of resources

Capital assets used in governmental activities are not financial resources and, therefore,

are not reported in governmental funds. The cost of assets is $17,565 and the

accumulated depreciation is $11,843 

Deferred gain on bond refunding resulting from the issuance of debt are not financial 

resources and, therefore are not reported in the governmental funds

PENNSYLVANIA INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COOPERATION AUTHORITY

(A Blended Component Unit of the City of Philadelphia)

RECONCILIATION OF GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS BALANCE SHEET

JUNE 30, 2021

TO THE STATEMENT OF NET POSITION

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Other Total
PICA Tax Debt Service Governmental Governmental

General Revenue Reserve Fund Funds Funds
Revenues:

PICA taxes -$                        530,661,015$   -$                        -$                        530,661,015$   
Investment income 113,222             21,657                20,058                6,307                  161,244             
Other 174,692             -                           586,656             -                           761,348             

Total revenues 287,914             530,682,672      606,714             6,307                  531,583,607      

Expenditures:
Grants to the City of Philadelphia -                           509,049,323      -                           3,366,360          512,415,683      
Debt service:

Principal -                           -                           -                           22,120,000        22,120,000        
Interest -                           -                           -                           2,803,750          2,803,750          

Administration:
Investment expenses 17,573                -                           7,980                  -                           25,553                
Operations 1,021,025          -                           -                           -                           1,021,025          

Total expenditures 1,038,598          509,049,323      7,980                  28,290,110        538,386,011      

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
 Over (Under) Expenditures (750,684)            21,633,349        598,734             (28,283,803)      (6,802,404)         

Other Financing Sources (Uses):
Gain on termination of basis cap

agreements 374,000             -                           -                           -                           374,000             
Transfers in (out) 251,307             (21,633,349)      (3,523,801)         24,905,843        -                           

Total Other Financing Sources (Uses) 625,307             (21,633,349)      (3,523,801)         24,905,843        374,000             

Net Change in Fund Balance (125,377)            -                           (2,925,067)         (3,377,960)         (6,428,404)         

Fund Balance:
Beginning of year 18,834,453        -                           11,612,827        9,460,409          39,907,689        

End of year 18,709,076$      -$                        8,687,760$        6,082,449$        33,479,285$      

PENNSYLVANIA INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COOPERATION AUTHORITY

STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE -

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2021

GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS

(A Blended Component Unit of the City of Philadelphia)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Net Change in Fund Balance - Governmental Fund (6,428,404)$   

Capital outlays                  6,866 

Depreciation expense                (1,333)

Repayment of bond principal 22,120,000     

Amortization of deferred gain on bond refunding 3,912,709      

Change in bond premium 1,512,841      

Change in net pension liability, net of related deferred outflows and

inflows of resources 37,463            

Change in other post-employment benefit obligations, net of related

deferred outflows and inflows of resources 149,159                  5,612,172 

          (575,373)

Change in net position - Governmental Activities  $   20,733,928 

FUNDS TO THE STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2021

Derivative valuation adjustment is recognized as an asset and revenue/expense in 

the government-wide statement

Cost of capital outlays is allocated over their estimated useful lives as depreciation

in the government-wide statements

Issuance of long-term debt provides current financial resources to governmental

funds, while the repayment of the principal of long-term debt consumes the

current financial resources of the governmental funds. Neither transaction,

however, has any effect on net position in the government-wide statements. This

amount is the net effect of these differences in the treatment of long-term debt

and related items.  The details are as follows:

Some expenses reported in the statement of activities do not require the use of

current financial resources and, therefore, are not reported as expenditures in the

governmental funds:

PENNSYLVANIA INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COOPERATION AUTHORITY

(A Blended Component Unit of the City of Philadelphia)

RECONCILIATION OF THE STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, 
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE OF GOVERNMENTAL

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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PENNSYLVANIA INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
COOPERATION AUTHORITY

(A BLENDED COMPONENT UNIT OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA)

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2021

7

1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies and Organization

Organization

The Pennsylvania Intergovernmental Cooperation Authority (Authority) was created on June 
5, 1991 by virtue of the Pennsylvania Intergovernmental Cooperation Authority Act for 
Cities of the First Class (P.L. 9, No. 6), 53 P.S. 12720.101 et seq., as amended (Act) for the 
purpose of providing financial assistance to the City of Philadelphia (City) in overcoming a 
severe financial crisis. Under the Act, the Authority is administered by a governing Board 
consisting of five voting members and two ex-officio nonvoting members. The ex-officio 
members are presently the Director of Finance of the City and the Budget Secretary of the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (Commonwealth). The Governor, the President Pro 
Tempore of the Senate, the Minority Leader of the Senate, the Speaker of the House of 
Representatives, and the Minority Leader of the House of Representatives each appoints 
one voting member of the Board. Future operations of the Authority may be subject to 
legislative action. 

The Act provides that the Authority shall have certain financial and oversight functions. The 
Authority had the power to issue bonds to grant or lend the proceeds thereof to the City. 
Such power to issue debt for such purposes has expired; however, the Authority remains 
authorized under the Act to issue refunding bonds and grant or lend the proceeds to the 
City.

Under the Act, the Authority also has the power, in its oversight capacity, to exercise certain 
advisory and review powers with respect to the City’s financial affairs, including the power 
to review and approve five-year financial plans prepared at least annually by the City. 

The Authority is considered a blended component unit of the City. 

The accounting policies of the Authority conform to generally accepted accounting 
principles (GAAP) as applicable to municipalities. GAAP includes all relevant Governmental
Accounting Standards Board (GASB) pronouncements. The GASB is the authoritative 
standard-setting body for establishing governmental accounting and financial reporting
principles.
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PENNSYLVANIA INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
COOPERATION AUTHORITY

(A BLENDED COMPONENT UNIT OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA)

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2021

8

Government-Wide and Fund Financial Statements

The government-wide financial statements (i.e., the Statement of Net Position and the 
Statement of Activities) report information on the activities of the primary government. All 
material interfund accounts and transactions have been eliminated in the government-wide 
financial statements. 

Separate financial statements are provided for governmental funds. Major individual 
governmental funds are reported as separate columns in the fund financial statements.

The Authority reports the following major governmental funds:

The General Fund is used to account for the administrative operations of the Authority, 
for which a budget is adopted annually.

The PICA Tax Revenue (Special Revenue) Fund accounts for the proceeds of the PICA 
Tax remitted to the Authority via the Commonwealth. It is utilized to fund the debt 
service requirements of the Authority and to provide grants to the City. It encompasses 
the Revenue Fund established with the Trustees by the Trust Indentures (see Note 5).

The Debt Service Reserve Fund holds assets for debt service reserve purposes as 
required by the Trust Indentures. 

The Authority reports the following nonmajor governmental funds:

The 2020, 2019, and 2010 Debt Service Funds account for the accumulation of financial 
resources for the payment of principal and interest on the Authority’s 2020, 2019 and 
2010 series bonds. The Debt Service Funds also include the Settlement Fund and the
Bond Redemption Fund, which has not yet been required. The aggregate fund balances 
of the Debt Service Funds are included in net position on the Balance Sheet and the 
Statement of Net Position as restricted for debt service. 

The Rebate Fund is maintained in order to fund future potential rebates and/or debt 
service requirements. 

The 1992, 1993, and 1994 Special Revenue Funds account for assets held by the 
Authority for expenditures for the benefit of the City. The principal and income of these
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PENNSYLVANIA INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
COOPERATION AUTHORITY

(A BLENDED COMPONENT UNIT OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA)

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2021

9

funds must be expended for their designated purpose. The 1992, 1993, and 1994 Special 
Revenue Funds also include the Deficit and Settlement funds, which completed their 
designated purpose in prior years and are presently inactive. The aggregate fund 
balances of the 1992, 1993, and 1994 Special Revenue Funds are included in net 
position on the Balance Sheet and the Statement of Net Position as restricted for the 
benefit of the City.

The government-wide financial statements are reported using the economic resources 
measurement focus and the accrual basis of accounting. Revenues from the PICA Tax (a tax 
levied by the City on the wages and net profits of Philadelphia residents and businesses) are 
recorded when the Authority is advised by the Commonwealth of the amounts to be 
remitted and expenses are recorded when a liability is incurred, regardless of the timing of 
related cash flows. The Authority cannot and does not account for any PICA Tax due to, but
not yet collected, by the City.  

Governmental fund financial statements use a current financial resources measurement 
focus and the modified accrual basis of accounting. Revenues are recognized when they 
become susceptible to accrual; that is, when they become both “measurable” and 
“available to finance expenditures of the current period.” The Authority considers amounts 
collected within 60 days after year-end on all governmental funds to be available and 
recognizes them as revenues of the current year. Expenditures are recognized in the 
accounting period in which the related fund liability is incurred, if measurable. Principal and
interest on long-term debt are recorded as fund liabilities when due or when amounts have 
been accumulated in the debt services funds for payments to be made early the following 
year.

In the governmental fund financial statements, fund balances are classified as follows: 

 Nonspendable: This classification includes amounts that cannot be spent because 
they are either (a) not in spendable form or (b) legally or contractually required to be 
maintained intact. The Authority did not have any fund balance classified as 
nonspendable at June 30, 2021.

 Restricted: This classification includes amounts for which constraints have been 
placed on the use of resources which are either (a) externally imposed by creditors, 
grantors, contributors, or laws or regulations of other governments or (b) imposed by 
law through constitutional provisions or enabling legislation. Management has 
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classified all fund balance in the special revenue funds and debt service funds as 
restricted (except as noted below). 

 Committed: This classification includes amounts that can only be used for specific 
purposes pursuant to constraints imposed by formal action of the Board of Directors
(Board). These amounts cannot be used for any other purpose unless the Board 
removes or changes the specified use by taking the same course of action that was 
employed when the funds were initially committed. Management has classified any 
fund balance that is related to the budget or that has been designated for future 
swaption activity as committed. 

 Assigned: This classification includes amounts that are constrained by management’s 
intent to be used for a specific purpose but are neither restricted nor committed. This 
intent should be expressed by the Board or an official, such as the Executive Director. 
The Authority did not have any fund balance classified as assigned at June 30, 2021.

 Unassigned: This classification is the residual fund balance for the General Fund. It 
also represents fund balance that has not been classified as assigned, committed, 
restricted, or nonspendable. Management has classified the remaining portion of the 
General Fund fund balance as unassigned. 

When fund balance resources are available for a specific purpose from multiple 
classifications, the Authority will generally use the most restrictive funds in the following 
order: restricted, committed, and assigned as they are needed.

PICA Tax

The “PICA Tax” was enacted by an ordinance adopted by the City Council and approved by 
the Mayor of the City on June 12, 1991 (Bill No. 1437). The tax levy is one and one-half 
percent (1.5%) on the wages and net profits of City residents and businesses. The PICA Tax 
is collected by the Department of Revenue of the Commonwealth, utilizing the City Revenue
and Law Departments (collectively) as its agent, and remitted to the Treasurer of the 
Commonwealth for disbursement to the Authority’s Trustee. The Authority does not 
administer the collection of the PICA Tax from taxpayers.
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Cash and Cash Equivalents

The Authority considers all short-term debt securities purchased with a maturity of three 
months or less to be cash equivalents.

Investments

All investments are stated at fair value. Investment income is recorded on the Statement of 
Activities and includes any unrealized gains or losses earned during the period.

Bond Premium

The premium on bonds payable is being amortized on a straight-line basis over the term of 
the bonds. Deferred gain on bond refunding are being amortized over the remaining life of 
the old debt or the life of the new debt, whichever is shorter.  On the statement of net 
position, deferred gain on bond refunding are reported as deferred inflows of resources and 
the unamortized premiums are reported as an addition to the outstanding bonds payable.

Capital Assets

Capital assets, which include equipment, are reported in the government-wide financial 
statements. All capital assets are capitalized at cost and updated for additions and 
retirements during the year. The Authority does not possess any infrastructure. 
Improvements are capitalized; the cost of normal maintenance and repairs that do not add 
to the value of the asset or materially extend an asset’s life are not. Capital assets of the 
Authority are depreciated using the straight-line method over the useful lives of the assets. 
The estimated useful life of the equipment is five years.

Compensated Absences

Accrued expenses include an accrual for vacation pay earned but not taken as of June 30, 
2021 of $111,864. 
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Pension

For purposes of measuring the net pension liability, deferred outflows of resources and 
deferred inflows of resources related to pension, and pension expense, information about 
the fiduciary net position of the State Employees’ Retirement System (SERS) and additions 
to/deductions from SERS’ fiduciary net position have been determined on the same basis as 
they are reported by SERS. For this purpose, benefit payments (including refunds of 
employee contributions) are recognized when due and payable in accordance with the 
benefit terms. Investments are reported at fair value.

Other Post-Employment Benefits (OPEB)

For purposes of measuring the total OPEB liability, deferred outflows of resources and 
deferred inflows of resources related to OPEB, and OPEB expense have been determined 
under a separate payment arrangement based of the Retired Employees Health Program 
(REHP).  For this purpose, benefit payments are recognized when due and payable in 
accordance with the benefit terms.

Use of Estimates

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires management to 
make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts and disclosures at the
date of the financial statements and reported amounts of revenues and 
expenditures/expenses during the reporting period. Actual results could differ from those 
estimates.

Pending GASB Pronouncement

GASB has issued statements that will become effective in future years including GASB No. 
87 (Leases), GASB No. 92 (Omnibus 2020), and GASB No. 96 (Information Technology 
Arrangements). Management has not yet determined the impact of these statements on
the financial statements.
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2. Deposits and Investments

Deposits

Authority funds may be deposited in any bank that is insured by the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation. To the extent that such deposits exceed federal insurance, the 
depositories must deposit (with their trust department or other custodians) obligations of 
the United States, the Commonwealth, or any political subdivision of the Commonwealth to 
eliminate the risk of uninsured funds. Under Act 72 of 1971 Session of the Pennsylvania 
General Assembly (Act 72), as amended, the depositories may meet this requirement by
pooling appropriate securities to cover all public funds on deposit with their institution. 

At June 30, 2021, the Authority’s deposits consist of the following:

Cash 625,740$       
Certificates of deposit 3,430,000      

Total deposits 4,055,740$    

The Authority’s deposits include bank certificates of deposit that have a remaining maturity, 
at the time of purchase, of one year or less. Money market funds and U.S. Treasury and 
Agency obligations with a remaining maturity of one year or less are classified as short-term 
investments. 

Custodial Credit Risk - Custodial credit risk is the risk that in the event of a bank failure, the 
Authority’s deposits may not be returned to it.  The Authority has no policy, other than as 
noted above, that further limits its custodial credit risk.  As of June 30, 2021, the Authority’s
book balance was $4,055,740 and the bank balance was $4,059,170. Of the bank balance, 
$3,680,000 was covered by federal depository insurance and $379,170 was collateralized 
under Act 72.  
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Investments

As of June 30, 2021, the Authority had the following investments:

Fair Value Cost Maturity Date

Money market funds 7,188,652$       7,188,652$    N/A
U.S. Treasury and Agency
    obligations 22,441,613       22,425,000    12/21-02/26

29,630,265$    29,613,652$  

The Authority complies with Pennsylvania statutes (72 P.S. Section 301.1 and Section 3603) 
which enumerate the permissible investments for funds of the Commonwealth.  These 
statutes are applicable to the Authority as a result of Section 311(b) of the Act. Specifically,
all funds of the Authority, including the proceeds of bonds, which are not required for 
immediate use may be invested in other obligations of an assisted city, or in obligations of 
the Federal Government or of the Commonwealth, or obligations which are legal
investments of Commonwealth funds, including certain types of commercial paper. 

Investments in the PICA Tax Revenue Fund, the Debt Service Funds, and the 1992, 1993, and 
1994 Special Revenue Funds must be invested in accordance with the various Trust
Indentures.

The Trust Indentures restrict investments to the following types of securities: 

(a)  Obligations to the City;

(b) Other government obligations;

(c)   Federal funds, unsecured certificates of deposit, time deposits, or bankers’
acceptances of any domestic bank having a combined capital and surplus of not less
than $50,000,000;

(d) Federally insured deposits of any bank or savings and loan association which has a 
combined capital, surplus, and undivided profits of not less than $3,000,000;
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(e)  (i) Direct obligations of, or (ii) obligations, the principal of and interest of which are 
unconditionally guaranteed by any state of the United States of America, the District
of Columbia, or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or any political subdivision or 
agency thereof, other that the City, whose unsecured, uninsured, and unguaranteed 
general obligation debt is rated, at the time of purchase, “A” or better by Moody’s 
and Standard & Poor’s (S&P);

(f) Commercial paper (having original maturities of not more than 270 days) rated at 
the time of purchase “P-1” by Moody’s and “A-1” or better by S&P;

(g)  Repurchase agreements collateralized by direct obligations of, or obligations the 
payment of principal and interest on which are unconditionally guaranteed as to full
and timely payment by, the United States of America; and direct obligations and 
fully guaranteed certificates of beneficial interest of the Export-Import Bank of the 
United States; consolidated debt obligations and letter of credit-backed issues of the 
Federal Home Loan Banks; participation certificates and senior debt obligations of 
the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation; debentures of the Federal Housing 
Administration; mortgage-backed securities (except stripped mortgage securities
which are valued greater than par on the portion of unpaid principal) and senior 
debt obligations of the Federal National Mortgage Association; participation 
certificates of the General Services Administration; guaranteed mortgage-backed 
securities and guaranteed participation certificates of the Government National 
Mortgage Association; guaranteed participation certificates and guaranteed pool 
certificates of the Small Business Administration; debt obligations and letters of 
credit-backed issues of the Student Loan Marketing Association; local authority 
bonds of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development; and guaranteed 
Title XI financing of the U.S. Maritime Administration; 

(h) Money market mutual fund shares issued by a fund having assets not less than 
$100,000,000 (including any such fund from which the Trustee or any of its affiliates 
may receive compensation) which invests in securities of the type specified in 
clauses (b) or (f) above and is rated “AAAm” or “AAAm-g” by S&P. 

Investments in the Debt Service Reserve Fund may be only invested it the investments
included in (b) through (h) above with a maturity of five years or less or guaranteed 
investment contracts that can be withdrawn without penalty.
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Custodial Credit Risk - Custodial credit risk is the risk that the counterparty to an investment 
transaction will fail and the government will not recover the value of the investment or
collateral securities that are in the possession of an outside party.  The Authority has no
policy, other than as noted above, that further limits its custodial credit risk.  

All of the Authority’s investments are insured and registered securities held by the entity or 
its agent (bank trust department) in the entity’s name, with the exception of money market 
funds which are not exposed to custodial credit risk because those investments are not 
evidenced by securities in book entry or paper form.

Concentration of Credit Risk - The Authority places no limit on the amount the Authority 
may invest in any one issuer.  More than 5% of the Authority’s investments were invested in 
the following:

% of Total 
Investment Fair Value Investments

Federal Home Loan Mortgage 
  Corporation - Medium Term Notes 9,635,408$       33%

Credit Risk - The Authority investments had the following level of exposure to credit risk at 
June 30, 2021:

Investment Fair Value Rating

Money market funds 7,188,652$       AAA
U.S. Treasury and Agency 
  obligations 15,931,096       AA
U.S. Treasury and Agency 
  obligations 6,510,517         Unrated

Interest Rate Risk – The Authority does not have a formal investment policy, other than as 
noted above, that further limits investment maturities as a means of managing its exposure 
to fair value losses arising from increasing interest rates.

Fair Value of Investments – Investments and derivatives are recorded at fair value as of June 
30, 2021. GASB Statement No. 72, “Fair Value Measurement and Application,” defines fair
value as the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an
orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date. This Statement 
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establishes a hierarchy of value inputs based on the extent to which the inputs are 
observable in the marketplace. Inputs are used in applying the various valuation techniques
and take into account the assumptions that market participants use to make valuation 
decisions. Inputs may include price information, credit data, interest, and yield curve data, 
and other factors specific to the financial instrument. Observable inputs reflect market data 
obtained from independent sources. In contrast, unobservable inputs reflect the entity’s 
assumptions about how market participants would value the financial instrument. Valuation 
techniques should maximize the use of observable inputs to the extent available.

A financial instrument’s level within the fair value hierarchy is based on the lowest level of 
any input that is significant to the fair value measurement. The following describes the 
hierarchy of inputs used to measure fair value and the primary valuation methodologies 
used for financial instruments measured at fair value on a recurring basis: 

 Level 1 - Investments whose values are based on quoted prices (unadjusted) for 
identical assets (or liabilities) in active markets that a government can access at the 
measurement date. 

 Level 2 - Investments with inputs - other than quoted prices included within Level 1 -
that are observable for an asset (or liability), either directly or indirectly. 

 Level 3 - Investments with unobservable inputs for an asset (or liability) and may 
require a degree of professional judgement. 

The following table summarizes the Authority’s investments within the fair value hierarchy 
as of June 30, 2021:

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total

Money market funds 7,188,652$      -$                       -$                       7,188,652$      

U.S. Treasury and Agency

obligations 3,515,153        18,926,460      -                         22,441,613      

Total 10,703,805$    18,926,460$    -$                       29,630,265$    

Fair Value Measurements Using
Investment Type

The Authority’s Level 1 investments are based on active market quotes.  
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3. Interfund Transfers

The composition of interfund transfers for the year ended June 30, 2021 is as follows:

Net 
Transfers Transfers Transfers 

In Out In (Out)

General Fund 800,000$         548,693$         251,307$      
PICA Tax Revenue Fund 841,505           22,474,854      (21,633,349)
Debt Service Reserve Fund 799,959           4,323,760        (3,523,801)    
Nonmajor governmental funds:

Debt Service Fund - 2020 13,497,583      3,955                13,493,628   
Debt Service Fund - 2019 11,490,217      77,578             11,412,639   
Debt Service Fund - 2010 -                        424                   (424)               

24,987,800      81,957             24,905,843   

Total 27,429,264$   27,429,264$   -$                   

Interfund transfers are made on a regular basis to record the transfer of the portion of the 
PICA tax revenue withheld for debt service, operating transfers from the debt service 
reserve funds as permitted under the Trust Indenture, and transfers of the basis cap 
payments used for debt service.

4. Capital Assets

Capital asset activity for the year ended June 30, 2021 was as follows:

Balance Balance
July 1, June 30,
2020 Deletions Additions 2021

Equipment 10,699$        -$                   6,866$          17,565$        
Less:  Accumulated depreciation (10,510)         -                     (1,333)           (11,843)         -                     

Equipment, net 189$              -$                   5,533$          5,722$          

Depreciation for the year ended June 30, 2021 was $1,333 and is reflected in the Statement 
of Activities.
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5. Special Tax Revenue Bonds

The following summary shows the changes in bonds payable for the year ended June 30, 
2021:

Direct Placement:

Outstanding Outstanding

July 1, Principal June 30,

Series of: 2020 Additions   Retirements Repayments 2021

2019 31,085,000$      -$                        -$                        9,860,000$        21,225,000$      

2020 24,990,000        -                          -                          12,260,000        12,730,000        -                          

56,075,000$      -$                        -$                        22,120,000$      33,955,000        

Add  bond premiums 2,302,706          

36,257,706$      

In conjunction with the 1992 bond issue, the Authority entered into an Indenture of Trust
dated as of June 1, 1992 which was supplemented by a First Supplemental Indenture of
Trust dated as of June 22, 1992 (1992 Indenture). Two 1993 bond issues were issued 
pursuant to the 1992 Indenture as amended and supplemented, respectively, by a Second
Supplemental Indenture of Trust dated as of July 15, 1993, and a Third Supplemental 
Indenture of Trust dated as of August 15, 1993.

In conjunction with the 1994 bond issue, the Authority entered into an Amended and 
Restated Indenture of Trust dated as of December 1, 1994 (1994 Indenture). The 1994 
Indenture replaced the 1992 Indenture as amended and supplemented by the Second 
Supplemental Indenture of Trust and Third Supplemental Indenture of Trust. Subsequent 
bond issues in 1996, 1999, 2003, 2006, 2008, 2009, and 2010 were issued pursuant to the
1994 Indenture as amended and supplemented, respectively, by supplements dated May
15, 1996, April 1, 1999, June 1, 2003, June 1, 2006, May 1, 2008, June 1, 2009, and May 1, 
2010. 

The 2009 and 2010 bonds were issued, pursuant to the Sixth and Seventh Supplemental 
Indentures, respectively, to the 1994 Indenture. These supplemental indentures are 
between the Authority and the U.S. Bank National Association (Trustee).
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In December 2019, the Authority issued the Special Tax Revenue Refunding Bonds (City of 
Philadelphia Funding Program), Series of 2019 (2019 Bonds) and the Special Tax Revenue 
Refunding Bonds (City of Philadelphia Funding Program), Series of 2020 (Forward Delivery) 
(2020 Bonds) pursuant to the Amended and Restated Indenture of Trust (1994 Indenture) 
(Eighth Supplemental Indenture). The Authority was authorized to issue 2019 Bonds and the 
2020 Bonds pursuant to the provisions of the Act and pursuant to a resolution of the 
Authority adopted September 17, 2019.

The proceeds of the 2019 Bonds, together with available funds of the Authority, were used 
to (i) currently refund all of the Authority’s Special Tax Revenue Refunding Bonds (City of 
Philadelphia Funding Program) Series of 2009, and (ii) pay the cost of issuing the 2019 
Bonds.  The proceeds of the 2020 Bonds, together with available funds of the Authority, 
were used to (i) advance refund the Authority’s Special Tax Revenue Refunding Bonds (City 
of Philadelphia Funding Program) Series of 2010 maturing after June 15, 2020, and (ii) pay 
the cost of issuing the 2020 Bonds.  

Only the Series 2019 and 2020 bonds are currently outstanding.  The Series 2019 and 2020 
Bonds (forward delivery) were issued in December 2019 pursuant to the Eighth 
Supplemental Indenture to the 1994 Indenture. The Eighth Supplemental Indenture is 
between the Authority and the U.S. Bank National Association (Trustee). The Trustee’s 
responsibilities include ensuring that the proceeds of the PICA Tax (see Note 1) received by 
it are used to fund the debt service payments (bond principal and interest) required under 
the 1994 Indenture, as amended.

Each series of bonds issued by the Authority are limited obligations of the Authority and the 
principal, redemption premium, if any, and interest thereon, are payable solely from a 
portion of the PICA Tax. 

To issue additional bonds, the Eighth Supplemental Indenture requires that 1) the Authority 
collection of PICA Taxes in any twelve consecutive months during the fifteen-month period 
immediately preceding the date of issuance of such additional bonds equals at least 300%
of the maximum annual debt service requirement under the Eighth Supplemental 
Indenture; 2) the PICA Taxes projected to be collected during the twelve months following 
the issuance of the additional bonds equal at least 300% of the debt service requirement 
during such twelve month period on bonds outstanding under the Indenture after the 
issuance of the additional bonds.
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The Authority may issue bonds to refund its outstanding bonds, including the 2019 Bonds 
and 2020 Bonds, provided that the maturity date of the refunding bonds will not extend
past the maturity date which would not have been included in the original issue of the 
bonds being refunded. The 2019 Bonds and 2020 Bonds both satisfied this requirement.

The 2019 Bonds and 2020 Bonds are not subject to redemption prior to maturity and are 
not subject to acceleration upon the occurrence of an event of default.

Upon the occurrence of any Event of Default, the Trust Indenture provides that the Trustee, 
if requested to do so by the holders of twenty-five percent (25%) in aggregate principal 
amount of bonds then outstanding under the Indenture and upon being indemnified as 
provided in the Indenture, may pursue any available remedy at law or in equity, including,
without limitation, the right to enforce the pledge of, security interest in and lien and 
charge on all revenues pledged by the Authority as security under the Indenture against all 
Commonwealth and local public officials in possession of any such taxes and revenues at 
any time and the performance by the Authority of its obligations under the Indenture; 
provided, however, that there is no right to accelerate the payment of the principal of the 
bonds outstanding under the Indenture.

The 2019 Bonds and 2020 Bonds are limited obligations of the Authority payable solely from 
the revenues of the Authority derived from the PICA Tax which is a one and one-half 
percent (1.5%) tax on the salaries, wages, commissions, and other compensation earned by
residents of the City and on net profits earned in business professions and other activities 
conducted by residents of the City. 

Total annual debt service requirements (annual principal or sinking fund requirements and 
interest payments) on the outstanding bonds at June 30, 2021 are as follows:

Fiscal Year Total  

Ending Debt Service

2022 24,782,750$  

2023 11,413,500    

36,196,250$  

Details as to the purpose of each of the respective series of bonds issued by the Authority 
through June 30, 2021, and as to bonds outstanding at that date follow.
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A. Series of 2019 (2019 Bonds)

The proceeds from the sale of the 2019 Bonds were used to (1) currently refund all of the 
Authority’s Special Tax Revenue Refunding Bonds Series of 2009, in the aggregate principal 
amount of $81,920,000 and (2) pay the costs of issuing the 2019 Bonds.

The following table shows the annual principal or sinking fund requirements, interest 
payments, and the total debt service requirements for the 2019 Bonds outstanding at June 
30, 2021:

Principal or

Fiscal Year Sinking Fund Total Debt

Ending Interest Rate Requirements Interest Service

2022 5% 10,355,000$    1,061,250$      11,416,250$    

2023 5% 10,870,000      543,500           11,413,500      

21,225,000$    1,604,750$      22,829,750$    

B. Series of 2020 (2020 Bonds)

The proceeds from the sale of the 2020 Bonds, together with other available funds of the 
Authority, were used to 1) advance refund the Authority’s Special Tax Revenue Refunding 
Bonds Series of 2010 maturing after June 15, 2020, in the aggregate principal amount of
$26,355,000; and (2) pay the costs of issuing the 2020 Bonds.

The following table shows the annual principal or sinking fund requirements, interest 
payments and the total debt service requirements for the 2020 Bonds outstanding at June 
30, 2021:

Principal or

Fiscal Year Sinking Fund Total Debt

Ending Interest Rate Requirements Interest Service

2022 5% 12,730,000$    636,500$         13,366,500$    

12,730,000$    636,500$         13,366,500$    
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In June 2003 and 2004, the Authority entered into basis cap transactions with the 
counterparty as follows: 

Investment Derivative Instruments

The Authority’s basis caps did not meet the criteria for effectiveness as a hedging 
instrument.  Therefore, the basis caps are reported as an investment derivative.

The Authority entered into two basis cap transactions with JPMorgan Chase Bank, one in 
June 2003 related to the 2003 swap and one in April 2004 related to the 1999 swaption. For 
the 2003 basis cap transaction, beginning in June 15, 2003, the counterparty paid the 
Authority a fixed rate each month of .40% per year times the notional amount times the day 
count fraction and the Authority will pay the counterparty a variable rate based on the 
greater of (a) the average of Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association (SIFMA)
for the month divided by one-month London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) less 70%,
multiplied by the one-month LIBOR, times the notional amount times the day count 
fraction, or (b) zero. The notional amount and term of the agreement equaled the notional 
amount and term of the 2003 interest rate swap noted above.

For the 1999 basis cap transaction, beginning June 15, 2009, the counterparty paid the 
Authority a fixed rate each month of .46% per year times the notional amount times the day 
count fraction and the Authority will pay the counterparty a variable rate based on the 
greater of (a) the average of SIFMA for the month divided by one-month LIBOR less 70%, 
multiplied by the one-month LIBOR, times the notional amount times the day count 
fraction, or (b) zero. The notional amount and term of the agreement equaled the notional 
amount and term of the 1999 interest rate swap noted above. 

The Authority liquidated its investment derivative instrument in January 2021.  The 
Authority received $74,000 and $300,000, related to the termination of the basis cap 
agreements entered into in June 2003 and April 2004, respectively.  
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6. Defined Benefit Pension Plan

Plan Description

The Authority covers all full-time employees in the Pennsylvania State Employees’ 
Retirement System (SERS) which was established as of June 27, 1923, under the provisions 
of Public Law 858, No 331. SERS is the administrator of a cost-sharing, multiple-employer 
defined benefit retirement system established by the Commonwealth to provide pension
benefits for employees of state government and certain independent agencies. 

SERS is a component unit of the Commonwealth and is included in the Commonwealth’s 
financial report as a pension trust fund. SERS also issues a publicly available financial report 
that includes financial statements and required supplementary information. That report 
may be obtained by writing to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, State Employees’ 
Retirement Board, 30 North Third Street, P.O. Box 1147, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 17108.

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

For purposes of measuring the net pension liability, deferred outflows and inflows of 
resources related to pension, and pension expense, information about the fiduciary net 
position of SERS, as well as additions to and deductions from SERS fiduciary net position 
have been determined on the same basis as they are reported in the financial statements of 
SERS.  Employer contributions are recognized when due and the employer has a legal 
requirement to provide the contributions.  Investments are reported at fair value.

Benefits Provided

SERS provides retirement, death, and disability benefits. Retirement benefits vest after five 
years of credited service. Employees who retire with three years of service at age 60, or with 
35 years of service of under age 60, are entitled to a normal annual retirement benefit.
Members of the General Assembly and certain employees classified in hazardous duty 
positions can retire with full benefits at age 50, with at least three years of service. For 
employees hired prior to January 1, 2011, the general annual benefit provided by statute is 
2.5% of the member’s highest three-year average salary times years of service. Effective 
January 1, 2011, the general annual benefit required by statute was reduced to 2.0% of the 
member’s highest three-year annual average salary times years of service times class of 
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service multiplier. The Authority’s total and annual covered payroll for the year ended June 
30, 2021 was $532,681.

Contributions Required

Covered employees are required by statute to contribute to SERS at a rate of 6.25% (Class
A3 and AA employees) and 9.30% (Class A4) of their gross pay.  The contributions are
recorded in an individually identified account which is also credited with interest, calculated 
quarterly to yield 4% per annum, as mandated by statute. Accumulated employee 
contributions and credited interest vest immediately and are returned to the employee 
upon termination of service if the employee is not eligible for other benefits.

The employer contribution rate for each fiscal year is certified by the SERS Board based on 
the annual actuarial valuation conducted by the SERS actuary. The Authority actuarily
determined contribution rate was 25.47% and 24.92% (Class A3/A4) and 36.84% and 
36.04% (Class AA) of the gross pay of its employees during the fiscal year ended June 30,
2021. The Authority contributed $149,105 and $171,945 to SERS during the fiscal years
2021 and 2020, respectively.

According to the retirement code, all obligations of SERS will be assumed by the 
Commonwealth should SERS terminate. 
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Pension Liabilities, Pension Expense, and Deferred Outflows of Resources and Deferred 
Inflows of Resources Related to Pension

At June 30, 2021, the Authority reported a liability of $1,367,695 for its proportionate share 
of the net pension liability. The net pension liability was measured as of December 31, 2020, 
and the total pension liability used to calculate the net pension liability was determined by 
an actuarial valuation as of that date. The Authority’s proportion of the net liability was 
based on a projection of the Authority’s long-term share of contributions to the pension 
plan relative to the projected contributions of all participating governmental entities, 
actuarially determined. At December 31, 2020, the Authority’s proportion was .0079%, 
which represents a .0001% increase on its proportion measured as of December 31, 2019.

For the year ended June 30, 2021, the Authority recognized pension expense of $37,463.

At June 30, 2021, the Authority reported deferred outflows of resources and deferred 
inflows of resources to pensions from the following sources: 

Deferred Deferred

Outflows of Inflows of

Resources Resources

Differences between expected and actual experience 24,459$             3,543$               

Changes of assumptions 289,679             -                          

Net difference between projected and actual earnings

on pension plan investments -                          404,114             

Changes in proportion and differences between 

Authority contributions and proportionate share of 

contributions 103,003             345,048             

Authority contributions subsequent to the measurement

date 68,877               -                          

  Total 486,018$           752,705$           

Deferred outflows of resources totaling $68,877 related to pensions, resulting from
Authority contributions subsequent to the measurement date, will be recognized as a 
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reduction of the net pension liability in the year ending June 30, 2021. Other amounts 
reported as deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related to 
pensions will be recognized in pension expense as follows: 

Years ending June 30: Amount

2022 (162,981)$      

2023 (92,610)          

2024 (64,097)          

2025 (21,514)          

2026 5,638              

(335,564)$      
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Actuarial Methods and Assumptions

The following methods and assumptions were used in the December 31, 2020 actuarial 
valuations. These methods and assumptions were applied to all periods included in the 
measurement period. 

Actuarial cost method

Amortization method Straight-line amortization of difference 

between projected and actual earnings on

pension plan investments over five years

and amortization of assumption changes and

noninvestment gains/losses over the

average expected remaining service lives of

all employees that are provided benefits

Investment rate of return 7.0% net of expenses, including inflation

Projected salary increases Average of 4.60% with range of 3.30% -

6.95%, including inflation

Asset valuation method Fair (market) value

Inflation 2.50%

Mortality Projected PubG-2010 and PubNS-2010

Mortality Tables adjusted for actual plan

experience and future improvement.

Cost-of-living adjustments Ad hoc

Entry age

Every five years, SERS is required to conduct an actuarial experience study to determine 
whether the assumptions used in its annual actuarial valuations remain accurate based on 
current and anticipated demographic trends and economic conditions. The 19th 
Investigation of Actuarial Experience covering the period 2015-2019 was released and 
approved by the SERS Board in July 2020. The study recommended decreasing the 
investment rate of return and inflation assumptions to 7.00% and 2.5%, respectively, for 
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2020 and from 7.125% and 2.6%, respectively, for 2019. The study also recommended
reducing rates of career salary growth, more favorable annuitant mortality assumptions, 
and several other changes. The study can be viewed at www.SERS.pa.gov. 

The actuary and SERS Board review the investment rate of return annually, in addition to 
the normal five-year experience study cycle, in recognition of changing market 
environments to ensure this assumption remains reasonable with each actuarial valuation.

The long-term expected real rate of return on pension plan investments is determined using 
a building-block method in which best estimate ranges of expected future real rates of 
return (expected returns, net of pension plan investment expense and inflation) are
developed for each major asset class. These ranges are combined to produce the long-term 
expected rate of return by weighing the expected future real rates of return by the target 
asset allocation percentage and by adding expected inflation. The target allocation and best 
estimates of arithmetic real rates of return for each major asset class included on the 
pension plan’s target asset allocation as of December 31, 2020 are summarized in the 
following table:

Long-Term

Expected

Target Real Rate

Asset Class Allocation of Return

Private Equity 14% 6.25%

Private Credit 4% 4.25%

Real Estate 8% 5.60%

U.S. Equity 25% 4.90%

International developed market equity 13% 4.75%

Emerging Markets Equity 4% 5.00%

Fixed Income - core 22% 1.50%

Fixed Income - opportunistic 4% 3.00%

Inflation Protection (TIPS) 4% 1.50%

Cash 2% 0.25%

  Total 100%
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Discount Rate 

The discount rate used to measure the total pension liability was reduced to 7.0% in 2020
from 7.125% in 2019. The projection of cash flow used to determine the discount rate 
assumed that employee contributions will be made at the rates applicable for each member
and that employer contributions will be made based on rates determined by the actuary. 
Based on those assumptions, SERS’ fiduciary net position was projected to be available to 
make all projected future benefit payments of current and non-active SERS members. 
Therefore, the long-term expected rate of return on SERS investments was applied to all 
periods of projected benefit payments to determine the total pension liability.

Sensitivity of the Net Pension Liability to Changes in the Discount Rate

The following represents the Authority’s proportionate share of the net pension liability 
calculated using the discount rate of 7.0%, as well as what the Authority’s proportionate 
share of the net pension liability would be if it were calculated using a discount rate that is 
1-percentage-point lower (6.0%) or 1-percentage-point higher (8.0%) than the current rate:

1% Decrease Current Discount 1% Increase

(6.0%) Rate (7.0%) (8.0%)

Authority's proportionate share 

  of the net pension liability 1,816,069$        1,367,695$          988,656$           

Pension Plan Fiduciary Net Position

Detailed information about the pension plan’s fiduciary net position is available in the
separately issued SERS financial report. 

Payables to the Pension Plan

There were no amounts payable to the pension plan as June 30, 2021.
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7. Other Post-Employment Benefits (OPEB)

Plan Description

The Authority covers all full-time employees in the Retired Employees Health Program
(REHP). The REHP is a single-employer, defined benefit OPEB plan that includes 
Commonwealth agencies and some component units. The REHP is established as a trust 
equivalent arrangement. The REHP is administered by the Pennsylvania Employees Benefit 
Trust Fund (PEBTF), which acts as a third-party administrator under an administrative 
agreement with the Commonwealth. The REHP is provided as part of collective bargaining 
agreements with most Commonwealth labor unions. All policy decisions and types and 
levels of benefits for the REHP fall under the purview of the Commonwealth's Executive 
Board, and the Secretary of Administration. The REHP does not have a governing board. The 
REHP does not issue a stand-alone financial statement; however, detail of the REHP is 
included in the Commonwealth’s Comprehensive Annual Financial Report for the fiscal year 
ended June 30, 2020.

The Authority does not participate in the REHP trust and, as such, does not contribute to the
trust, but instead contributes under a separate payment arrangement.  

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

For purposes of measuring the net OPEB liability, deferred outflows of resources and 
deferred inflows of resources related to OPEB, and OPEB expense, information about the
fiduciary net position of the Commonwealth’s REHP and additions to/deductions from
REHP’s fiduciary net position have been determined on the same basis as they are reported 
by REHP. Employer benefit payments are recognized when due and payable in accordance
with the benefit terms. Investments are reported at fair value.

Benefits Provided

The Commonwealth sponsors the REHP for eligible retirees and their dependents to receive
subsidized health coverage for the retiree’s lifetime.
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Eligible employees who retire from the state and meet one of the following eligibility 
criteria are eligible to receive REHP benefits:

• 25 or more years of service
• 20 or more years of service and superannuation age – 60 for general employees 

(age 55 or 65 for employees subject to Act 120 of 2010)
• Disability retirement – requires five years of service 

Spouses and dependents are eligible for subsidized post-employment medical coverage 
while the retiree is alive. The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), signed
into law on March 23, 2010, increased the dependent child age limit to age 26 and applied
to the Commonwealth effective January 1, 2011.

Contributions

The Authority’s contribution rate to the REHP is determined by annual agreement with the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia Regional Port Authority (PRPA).

The Authority does not participate in the trust and, as such, contributes the actual fiscal year 
benefit payments attributable to its retirees. The Authority contributed $158.45 per 
biweekly pay period for each current REHP eligible active employee during fiscal year ended 
June 30, 2021 to the REHP Trust.  The Authority’s contributions to the REHP for the years
ended June 30, 2021 and 2020 were $17,406 and $27,022, respectively.

Health Care Reform

PPACA was signed into law in 2010 with the purpose of increasing the number of Americans 
with health insurance coverage.  There are several provisions within PPACA with potentially 
significant short- and long-term cost implications for employers.  In future years, there may 
continue to be increased cost impact to the extent the health and welfare program 
experiences increased utilization due to these changes, all of which are assumed to be in
place indefinitely.
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OPEB Liabilities, OPEB Expense, and Deferred Outflows and Inflows of Resources Related to 
OPEB

At June 30, 2021, the Authority reported a liability of $955,192 for its proportionate share of
the net OPEB liability.  The net OPEB liability was measured as of June 30, 2020, and the 
total OPEB liability used to calculate the net OPEB liability was determined by an actuarial 
valuation as of that date.  The Authority’s portion of the net OPEB liability was allocated 
based on projections of the Authority’s long-term share of contributions to the OPEB plan 
relative to the projected contributions of all participating governmental entities, actuarily
determined.  At June 30, 2020, the Authority’s proportion of the net OPEB liability was
approximately 0.0077%, which is a decrease of .0003% from its proportion measured at June 
30, 2019.

For the year ended June 30, 2021, the Authority recognized OPEB expense of $149,159.

At June 30, 2021, the Authority reported deferred outflows and inflows of resources related 
to OPEB from the following sources:

Deferred Deferred

Outflows of Inflows of

Resources Resources

Authority contributions subsequent to the

measurement date 17,406$             -$                        

Changes in proportion and differences between 

Authority contributions and proportionate share of 

contributions 74,287               40,336               

Difference between expected and actual experience 852                     458,280             

Net difference between projected and actual earnings

on OPEB plan investments 319                     -                          

Changes of assumptions 123,882             74,074               

  Total 216,746$           572,690$           
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Deferred inflows of resources totaling $17,406 related to OPEB, resulting from Authority 
contributions subsequent to the measurement date, will be recognized as a reduction of the 
net OPEB liability in the year ending June 30, 2022. Other amounts reported as deferred 
outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related to OPEB will be recognized 
in OPEB expense as follows:

Year ended 
June 30, 

2022 (141,549)$             
2023 (132,609)                
2024 (94,508)                  
2025 (25,756)                  
2026 21,072                   

(373,350)$             
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Actuarial Methods and Assumptions

The following methods and assumptions were used in the June 30, 2020 actuarial valuation.  
These methods and assumptions were applied to all periods included in the measurement 
period:

Actuarial cost method Entry age normal

Amortization method Level percent of payroll, 30-year open

amortization (fresh start each year)

Investment rate of return 5.00%

Projected salary increases Average of 2.65% with range of 0.80% - 6.00%,

including inflation

Inflation 2.60%

Mortality rate Projected RP-2000 Mortality Tables (using

projection scale AA) adjusted for actual plan

experiences and future improvement

Healthcare trend increases:
   Initial rate for medical benefits 6.10% for Medicare and 6.60% for Medicare
   Ultimate rate for medical benefits 4.10% for both Medicare and non-Medicare
   Year ultimate trend rate reached 2075

The Commonwealth’s SERS performs experience studies periodically to determine
reasonable and appropriate economic and demographic assumptions for valuing the defined 
benefit pension plan. The inflation assumption selected by the SERS Board during an April 
2017 meeting are also used for the retiree health benefit valuation.

One significant assumption where the recommendation of the experience study is not 
applicable to this retiree health benefit valuation is the discount rate.  Since REHP has 
insufficient assets to meet future years’ projected benefit payments, as prescribed by GASB
Statements No. 74 and 75, the discount rate was based on the 20-year Bond Buyer General 
Obligation Index municipal bond rate as of the measurement date.  The discount rate was
2.21% as of June 30, 2020 and 3.50% as of June 30, 2019.
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Medicare Part D subsidy payments are not reflected under GASB Statement No. 45 
(predecessor statement to GASB No. 75) which is consistent with GASB Technical Bulletin 
2006-1.

Discount Rate

The discount rate used to measure the total OPEB liability was 2.21% as of June 30, 2020
and 3.50% as of June 30, 2019. Since REHP has insufficient assets to meet next year’s 
projected benefit payments, as prescribed by GASB Statements No. 74 and 75, the discount 
rate will be based on the index rate for 20-year tax-exempt general obligation municipal
bond index rate with an average rating of AA/Aa or higher as of the measurement date. The 
Commonwealth elected to determine the discount rate using the Bond Buyer 20-Bond 
General Obligation Index. The projection of cash flows used to determine the single 
discount rate for each measurement period assumed that employer contributions will be 
made based on the current funding policy for future years. 

Sensitivity of the Authority’s Proportionate Share of the Net OPEB Liability to Changes in the 
Discount Rate

The following represents the Authority’s proportionate share of the net OPEB liability 
calculated using the discount rate of 2.21%, as well as what the Authority’s proportionate 
share of the net OPEB liability would be if it were calculated using a discount rate that is 1-
percentage-point lower (1.21%) or 1-percentage-point higher (3.21%) than the current rate:

1% Decrease 

(1.21%)

Current Trend 

(2.21%)

1% Increase 

(3.21%)

Authority's proportionate share
   of the net OPEB liability 1,090,037$      955,192$         843,017$         
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Sensitivity of the Authority’s Proportionate Share of the Net OPEB Liability to Changes in the
Healthcare Cost Trend Rate

The following represents the Authority’s proportionate share of the net OPEB liability 
calculated using the medical trend rate of 6.6% grading down to 4.1%, as well as what the 
Authority’s proportionate share of the net OPEB liability would be if it were calculated using 
a healthcare trend rate that is 1-percentage-point lower (5.6% grading down to 3.1%) or 1-
percentage-point higher (7.6% grading down to 5.1%) than the current rate:

1% Decrease 

(5.6%)

Current Trend 

(6.6%)

1% Increase 

(7.6%)

Authority's proportionate share
   of the net OPEB liability 811,834$         955,192$         1,134,311$      

8. Lease Commitment

The Authority is obligated under an operating lease for office space, expiring August 31, 
2024.  The following is a schedule of future minimum lease payments: 

Fiscal Year
Ending June 30 Amount

2022 120,368$       
2023 122,912         
2024 125,456         
2025 20,980           

389,716$       

Rent expense, including utilities, for the year ended June 30, 2021 was $114,966.
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9. Risk and Contingency

The COVID-19 pandemic remains an evolving situation. The extent of the impact of COVID-
19 on the Authority’s business and financial results will depend on future developments,
including the duration and spread of the additional outbreaks within the markets in which 
the Authority operates, which is highly uncertain.
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Variance
Actual with

Original Final Amounts Final Budget
Revenues - administration:

Interest and short-term investment
earnings 18,000$        18,000$       27,039$        9,039$          

Expenditures - administration:
Personnel - salaries and benefits 990,000        990,000       741,667        248,333       
Professional services:

Legal 35,000          35,000          34,977 23                 
Audit 75,000          75,000          53,946 21,054          
Consulting/research 65,000          65,000          52,005 12,995          
Trustee 20,000          20,000          11,000 9,000            
Investment management fees -                     -                     17,573          (17,573)        

Rent 120,000        120,000       114,966 5,034            
Computer software and minor

hardware 10,000          10,000          7,009 2,991            
Office supplies 2,000             2,000            684 1,316            
Telephone 6,500             6,500            3,573 2,927            
Subscription and reference services 1,000             1,000            626 374               
Postage and express 1,000             1,000            1,416 (416)              
Dues and professional education 2,000             2,000            250               1,750            
Travel 1,000             1,000            -                     1,000            
General and administrative 10,000          10,000          8,504 1,496            
Printing 8,000             8,000            900 7,100            
Miscellaneous 1,000             1,000            636               364               

1,347,500     1,347,500    1,049,732    297,768       

Capital outlays - furniture/fixtures
and equipment 2,500             2,500            6,866            (4,366)          

Addition oversight duties - studies/
implementation 250,000        250,000       -                     250,000       

Total expenditures -
administration 1,600,000     1,600,000    1,056,598    543,402       

Excess of Expenditures over Revenues (1,582,000)   (1,582,000)   (1,029,559)   552,441       

Other Financing Sources:
Transfers in for PICA draw for 

operations 800,000        800,000       800,000 -                     

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues and
Other Financing Sources over
Expenditures (782,000)       (782,000)      (229,559)      552,441       

Fund Balance, June 30, 2020 782,000        782,000       4,110,889    3,328,889    

Fund Balance, June 30, 2021 -$                   -$                  3,881,330$  3,881,330$  

Budgeted Amounts

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2021

(A Blended Component Unit of the City of Philadelphia)

39
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2020* 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

Authority's proportion of the collective
net pension liability 0.0079% 0.0078% 0.0075% 0.0080% 0.0072% 0.0068% 0.0078%

Authority's proportionate share of the
collective net pension liability 1,367,695$ 1,413,033$ 1,553,260$ 1,383,379$ 1,386,907$ 1,235,584$ 1,074,154$

Authority's covered payroll 532,681$   547,258$   479,052$   496,274$   433,971$   409,647$   428,514$   

Authority's proportionate share of the
collective net pension liability as a 
percentage of its covered payroll 256.76% 258.20% 324.24% 278.75% 319.59% 301.62% 250.67%

Plan fiduciary net position as a
percentage of the total pension
liability 67.00% 63.10% 56.40% 63.00% 57.80% 58.90% 64.80%

* The amount presented for this fiscal year was determined as of the calendar year-end that occurred within the fiscal year. This schedule is

intended to illustrate information for 10 years. However, until a full 10-year trend is compiled, the Authority is presenting information for those

years for which information is available.

PENNSYLVANIA INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COOPERATION AUTHORITY

SCHEDULE OF THE AUTHORITY'S PROPORTIONATE SHARE OF THE
COLLECTIVE NET PENSION LIABILITY 

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA STATE EMPLOYEES'
RETIREMENT SYSTEM PLAN

(A Blended Component Unit of the City of Philadelphia)

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2021
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2020* 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

Contractually required contribution 166,386$  158,497$  157,074$  153,554$  110,642$  94,374$    73,598$    

Contributions in relation to the 
  contractually required contribution 165,535    167,704    159,720    151,901    112,913    102,102    72,530      

Contribution deficiency (excess) 851$          (9,207)$     (2,646)$     1,653$      (2,271)$     (7,728)$     1,068$      

Authority's covered payroll 532,681$  547,258$  479,052$  496,274$  433,971$  409,647$  428,514$  

Contributions as a percentage of 
  covered payroll 31.08% 30.64% 33.34% 30.61% 26.02% 24.92% 16.93%

* The amount presented for this fiscal year was determined as of the calendar year-end that occurred within the fiscal year. This schedule is intended

to illustrate information for 10 years. However, until a full 10-year trend is compiled, the Authority is presenting information for those years for which

information is available.

PENNSYLVANIA INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COOPERATION AUTHORITY

SCHEDULE OF THE AUTHORITY'S PENSION CONTRIBUTIONS

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA STATE EMPLOYEES'
RETIREMENT SYSTEM PLAN

(A Blended Component Unit of the City of Philadelphia)

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2021
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1. Changes of Assumptions

The actuarial valuation uses assumptions regarding future rates of investment return 
(discount rate) and rates of retirement, withdrawal, death, and disability among State 
Employees' Retirement Board (SERS) members and their beneficiaries. The current set of 
assumptions used in the December 31, 2020 actuarial valuation was adopted by the SERS 
Board based upon actual experience of SERS during the years 2015 through 2019. As a 
result of the review undertaken during July of 2020, the SERS Board approved a reduction in 
the annual discount rate assumption from 7.125% to 7.00% and a reduction in the inflation 
assumptions from 2.60% to 2.50%.  These changes became effective with the December 31, 
2020 actuarial valuation. SERS will continue to closely monitor these assumptions and will 
recommend changing them if conditions warrant such change.  

2. Factors and Trends Used in the Actuarial Valuation for Pension Benefits

The actuarially determined contributions are calculated as the Authority’s percentage of the 
total of (1) the employer normal cost percentage and (2) the net amortization of the 
unfunded liability, but not less than any applicable minimum contribution as prescribed by 
the Pennsylvania State Employees’ Retirement Code. The following actuarial methods and 
assumptions were used to determine contribution rates reported in the pension required 
supplementary schedules:

Valuation date December 31, 2020

Actuarial cost method Entry age

Amortization method Straight-line amortization of difference between projected

and actual earnings on pension plan investments over five

years and amortization of assumption changes and

noninvestment gains/losses over the average expected

remaining service lives of all employees that are provided

benefits

Investment rate of return 7.0% net of expense, including inflation 
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Projected salary increases Average of 4.60% with range of 3.30% - 6.95%, including

inflation

Asset valuation method Fair (market) value

Inflation 2.50%

Mortality rate Projected PubG-2010 and PubNS-2010 Mortality Tables

adjusted for actual plan experience and future improvement.

The following was updated in the December 31, 2020 actuarial valuation: investment rate 
of return decreased from 7.125% for December 31, 2019 to 7.0% for December 31, 2020, 
projected salary increases from an average of 5.60% with range of 3.70% - 8.90%, including 
inflation of 2.6% for December 31, 2019 to an average of 4.60% with range of 3.30% -
6.95%, including inflation of 2.5% for December 31, 2020, mortality rate changed from the 
projected RP-2000 Mortality Tables adjusted for actual plan experiences and future 
improvement for December 31, 2019 to the projected PubG-2010 and PubNS-2010 
Mortality Tables adjusted for actual plan experience and future improvement for December 
31, 2020.
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2020* 2019 2018 2017

Authority's proportion of the 
collective net OPEB liability 0.0078% 0.0080% 0.0078% 0.0054%

Authority's proportionate share of
the collective net OPEB liability 955,192$   836,266$   1,151,809$ 1,077,493$ 

Authority's covered payroll 401,447$   433,238$   413,710$    315,915$    

Authority's proportionate share of
the collective net OPEB liability
as a percentage of its covered
payroll 237.94% 193.03% 278.41% 341.07%

Plan fiduciary net position as a
percentage of the total OPEB
liability 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

RETIRED EMPLOYEES HEALTH PROGRAM

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2021

* The amount presented for this fiscal year was determined as of the calendar year-end that occurred

within the fiscal year. This schedule is intended to illustrate information for 10 years. However, until a

full 10-year trend is compiled, the Authority is presenting information for those years for which

information is available.

PENNSYLVANIA INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COOPERATION AUTHORITY

(A Blended Component Unit of the City of Philadelphia)

SCHEDULE OF THE AUTHORITY'S PROPORTIONATE SHARE OF THE
COLLECTIVE NET OPEB LIABILITY 

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 
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2020* 2019 2018 2017

Contractually required contribution 22,243$     23,001$     32,787$     10,193$     

Contributions in relation to
  the contractually required
  contributions 17,406       27,002       32,829       14,330       

Contribution deficiency (excess) 4,837$       (4,001)$      (42)$            (4,137)$      

Authority's covered payroll 401,447$   433,238$   413,710$   315,915$   

Contributions as a percentage of 
  covered payroll 4.34% 6.23% 7.94% 4.54%

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2021

* The amount presented for this fiscal year was determined as of the calendar year-end that occurred

within the fiscal year. This schedule is intended to illustrate information for 10 years. However, until a full

10-year trend is compiled, the Authority is presenting information for those years for which information is

available.

PENNSYLVANIA INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COOPERATION AUTHORITY

(A Blended Component Unit of the City of Philadelphia)

SCHEDULE OF THE AUTHORITY'S OPEB CONTRIBUTIONS

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 
RETIRED EMPLOYEES HEALTH PROGRAM
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1. Changes of Assumptions

Since REHP has insufficient assets to meet future year’s projected benefit payments, as 
prescribed by GASB Nos. 74 and 75, the discount rate will be based on the 20-year Bond 
Buyer GO Index municipal bond rate as of the measurement date.  The Commonwealth 
elected to determine the discount rate using Bond Buyer 20-Bond General Obligation Index.  
The discount rate was 2.21% as of June 30, 2020 and 3.50% as of June 30, 2019.

2. Factors and Trends Used in the Actuarial Valuation for OPEB Benefits

The actuarially determined contributions are calculated as the Authority’s percentage of the 
total of (1) the employer normal cost percentage and (2) the net amortization of the 
unfunded liability, but not less than any applicable minimum contribution as prescribed by 
the Pennsylvania State Employees’ Retirement Code. The following actuarial methods and 
assumptions were used to determine contribution rates reported in the pension required 
supplementary schedules:

Actuarial cost method Entry age normal

Amortization method Level percent of payroll, 30-year open amortization

(fresh start each year)

Investment rate of return 5.00%

Projected salary increases Average of 2.65% with range of 0.80% - 6.00%,

including inflation

Inflation 2.60%

Mortality rate Projected RP-2000 Mortality Tables (using

projection scale AA) adjusted for actual plan

experiences and future improvement

Healthcare trend increases:

   Initial rate for medical benefits 6.10% for Medicare and 6.60% for Medicare

   Ultimate rate for medical benefits 4.10% for both Medicare and non-Medicare

   Year ultimate trend rate reached 2075
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The following was updated in the June 30, 2020 actuarial valuation: the initial rate for 
medical benefits changed from 5.9% for both Medicare and 6.0% for non-Medicare for June 
30, 2019 to 6.1% for Medicare and 6.6% for non-Medicare for June 30, 2020.  
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Total
Nonmajor

Rebate Governmental
2020 2019 2010 Fund 1992 1993 1994 Funds

Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents 1,128,082$    951,355$       -$                    2,098,080$    2,982$            147,511$       1,754,159$    6,082,169$    
Accrued interest receivable 117                 97                    -                       34                    -                       3                      29                    280                 

Total Assets 1,128,199$    951,452$       -$                    2,098,114$    2,982$            147,514$       1,754,188$    6,082,449$    

Liabilities:
Accounts payable -                       -                       -                       -                       

Total liabilities -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       

Fund Balance:
Restricted:

For debt service 1,128,199$    951,452$       -$                    2,098,114$    -$                    -$                    -$                    4,177,765$    
For benefit of City of 

Philadelphia -                       -                       -                       -                       2,982              147,514         1,754,188      1,904,684      

Total restricted fund

balance 1,128,199      951,452         -                       2,098,114      2,982              147,514         1,754,188      6,082,449      

Total Liabilities and Fund
   Balance 1,128,199$    951,452$       -$                    2,098,114$    2,982$            147,514$       1,754,188$    6,082,449$    

Debt Service Funds

ASSETS

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE

Special Revenue Funds

PENNSYLVANIA INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COOPERATION AUTHORITY

COMBINING BALANCE SHEET - NONMAJOR GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS

JUNE 30, 2021

(A Blended Component Unit of the City of Philadelphia)
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Total
Nonmajor

Rebate Governmental
2020 2019 2010 Fund 1992 1993 1994 Funds

Revenues:
Investment income 2,222$           1,822$           -$                   711$              1$                  60$                1,491$           6,307$           

Total revenues 2,222             1,822             -                     711                1                    60                  1,491             6,307             

Expenditures:
Grants to the City of Philadelphia -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     46,310           3,320,050      3,366,360      
Debt service:

Principal 12,260,000    9,860,000      -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     22,120,000    
Interest 1,249,500      1,554,250      -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     2,803,750      

Total expenditures 13,509,500    11,414,250    -                     -                     -                     46,310           3,320,050      28,290,110    

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures (13,507,278)  (11,412,428)  -                     711                1                    (46,250)          (3,318,559)    (28,283,803)  

Other Financing Sources (Uses):
Transfers in (out) 13,493,628    11,412,639 (424)               -                     -                     -                     -                     24,905,843    

Total Other Financing Sources (Uses) 13,493,628    11,412,639    (424)               -                     -                     -                     -                     24,905,843    

Net Change in Fund Balance (13,650)          211                (424)               711                1                    (46,250)          (3,318,559)    (3,377,960)    

Fund Balance:

Beginning of year 1,141,849      951,241         424                2,097,403      2,981             193,764         5,072,747      9,460,409      

End of year 1,128,199$    951,452$       -$                   2,098,114$    2,982$           147,514$       1,754,188$    6,082,449$    

Special Revenue Funds

PENNSYLVANIA INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COOPERATION AUTHORITY

COMBINING STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE - 

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2021

NONMAJOR GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS

(A Blended Component Unit of the City of Philadelphia)

Debt Service Funds
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Cash receipts:
Revenues collected - interest and other

income 287,967$      
Proceeds from termination of basis cap 374,000         
Transfers in 800,000         

Total cash receipts 1,461,967     

Cash disbursements:
Administration 1,028,730     
Transfers out 548,693         

Total cash disbursements 1,577,423     

Excess cash disbursements over cash receipts (115,456)       

Cash, cash equivalents, and short-term 
investments - beginning of year 19,031,542   

Cash, cash equivalents, and short-term 
investments - end of year 18,916,086$ 

PENNSYLVANIA INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COOPERATION AUTHORITY

SCHEDULE OF CASH ACTIVITY - GENERAL FUND

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2021

(A Blended Component Unit of the City of Philadelphia)
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Cash receipts:
PICA taxes 536,171,634$ 
Investment Income 21,703             

Total cash receipts 536,193,337   

Cash disbursements:
Expenditures paid - grants to the City of

Philadelphia 514,559,988   
Other financing uses - net transfers out for

debt service requirements 21,633,349     -                        
Total cash disbursements 536,193,337   

Excess cash receipts over cash disbursements -                        

Cash, cash equivalents, and short-term 
investments - beginning of year -                        

Cash, cash equivalents, and short-term 
investments - end of year -$                      

PENNSYLVANIA INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COOPERATION AUTHORITY

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2021

SCHEDULE OF CASH ACTIVITY -  PICA TAX REVENUE FUND

(A Blended Component Unit of the City of Philadelphia)
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Pennsylvania Intergovernmental Cooperation Authority
1500 Walnut Street, Suite 1600, Philadelphia, PA 19102

(215) 561-9160 • www.picapa.org
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